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Negotiations Over Hostages Continue

Iran May Be Interested

In Reaching Settlement
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)- Secretary of
State Edmund S. Muskie says new
questions from Iran about American
terms for ending the hostage crisis sug- •
gest Iran has a serious interest III
reaching a settlement.
Muskie spoke briefly with reportei s
Friday after Iran, for the second time
in three days,sought clarification .if tiw
Anierican position.
"The reality is the negotiations are
going on and that's a positive sign,'
•Muskie said. He would not elaborate on
details of the latest Iranian inquiries.
At the same time, Muskie noted that
Iran must act quickly if there is to be a
settlement before tb. Carter ad-

48s-arbetwee.
EXAMINES HYDRANTS - Russ-T-' " -"n0.41111114e South 641 Water District,. examines e.„
Mstalled in the city of Hazel as part of the water line project in that city.
Photo Bv Teresa Champion

Water Line Construction Crew
Within Three Miles Of Hazel
The residents of Hazel finally can see
their new water lines approaching the
city.
The construction crew for the South
641 Water District is ''within three
miles of Hazel and they have laid approximately five miles of water line,"
according to Russ Taylor, chairman of
water distrietv - Construction of the water district
began Dec. 13 and,so far, workers have
lost only three working days due to bad
weather.

The water won't run through the lines
until September. Taylor added.
Currently, the city of 'Hazel is
operating from one well which IS part of
a water system dating back to 1935 or
1936. Taylor said several breaks in the
pipes are reported each week.
The water district borrowed 8472.000:
contributed $8,000; and received- a
federal grant of 8660,000 to fund the project.
Taylor said the water system will
enable Hazel to establish an adequate

water supply, provide better fire protection by installing about :10 fire
hydrants and renovate a building for a
new fire station.
Taylor credits the success of the project to Calloway County- JudgeExeuutive Robert O. Miller.
'the entire project is the Judge's. He
worked with the city council before a
water district was here. It is throuldi
him that we saw our way clear to ..wt
this pro wet." Taylor said.

Only Congressman Reelected After Abscam

Lederer Convicted On Charges
By RICHARD T.PIENCIAK
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - Raymond
Lederer, the only congressman reelected after indictment on Abscarn
charges, has become the fifth House
member to be convicted of bribery and
conspiracy in the political corruption
sting.
A U.S. Dfstrict Court jury in Brooklyn
late Friday found the Philadelphia
Democrat guilty of accepting a 850,000
bribe from FBI undercover operatives

in return for promising to introduce
private immigration bills for two fictitious Arab sheiks.
Lederer's wife, Eileen, burst into
tears when the verdict was read at
10:40 p.m., and Lederer commented.
"We're just going to live through the
night and stay alive."
The 42-year-old congressman could
face disciplinary action, including explusion from the HOuse, and faces a
prison term of up to 15 years for his bribery conviction.

'Alice In Wonderland'
Auditions Announced
Auditions for the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre's upcoming production of "Alice in
Wonderland" have been announced for
next Monday and Tuesday in the
meeting room of the Calloway County
Public Library.
Three sessions will be held, according
to director Richard Valentine. "Monday afternoon at 3:30, a special session
will be held for members of The
Children's Company," he said. Monday
and Tuesday evenings at 7, tryouts are
open to adults, young adults and
children from the entire community."
"Alice in Wonderland" is scheduled
for production the first weekend in
February and will tour to various loca-

tions in Calloway County. We ask that
everyone auditioning consider the very
short time we have to assemble this
show. Rehearsals may require a lot of
time over the next three weeks," Valentine said.
Help is also needed for costume, set
and other crews. Anyone interested
may sign up at any session of auditions
or call the theatre at 759-1752 to leave
their name and telephone number.
No experience is necessary and actors of all ages are welcome to tryout
Monday and Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of the library. "Alice in
Wonderland" is the third major production of the Theatre's 1980-81 season
following "Dracula" and "Little
Women."

inside today
The Murray State Racers will be after their second OVC basketball in
in as many starts tonight in Richmond against the Eastern Kentucky
nlyersity Colonels.
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sunny
but cold
Mostly sunny but cold today.
High in the upper 20s to lower 30s.
Mostly clear and cold tonight
Low 10 to 15. Sunny and cold Sunday. High in the lower to mid 30s.
Winds northerly 10 to 15 mph today becoming light and variable
tonight.
No precipitation Monday
through Wednesay. Lows Monday in the low to mid teens and in
the upper teens to mid 20s Tuesday and Wednesday.,

But his lawyer. James J. Biluts, said
he expected Lederer trfte vindicated
becau.se of evidence he planned to produce at a due-priwess hearing Monday
before U.S. District Judge George c.
Pratt in Brooklyn.
At issue in the hearing is whetnel
4VVVII /1:4i-ple convicted in tliree
Abscam trials conducted before Pratt
including our past or present
members if the House - were denied
their rights as a result of government
misconduct, including alleged entrapirkent
The hearing concerns Lederer.
limner Reps. Michael Myers, D-Pa.,
John Murphy, 1)-N.Y.. and Frank
Jr., 1)-N.J.: and
Thompson
Philadelphia City Councilman Louis
JohanSon, Mayor Angelo Errichetti of
Camden, N.J., and Philadelphia attorney Howard Criden.

ministration leaves office 10 days from
now
The administration has informed
bait that it must reach an agreement
by Jan. 16. Otherwise, -Iran has been
told, there will not be sufficient Bine
liefore President-elect Ronald Reagan
takes office for the administration to
iorry out its end of any hostage-release
bargain.
• Reagan has suggested he may devise
new proposals for dealing with the
crisis once he becomes president.
Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher has remained in Algeria to
draft answers to the new set of Iranian
questions. While Muskie was assessingthe sitution in Washington, the
negotating team headed by Christopher

was consulting in secret sessions.
The Americans stayed behind the
walls of the U.S. Embassy in Algiers
and were reported "in frequent contact" with Algerian mediators.
_Christopher flew to Algeria Thursday
to elaborate on U.S. answers to a set or
Iranian questions sent to Washington
Tuesday. The Algerians have been serving as intermediaries for the past two
months.
State Department spokesman John
Trattner said Friday that "serious problems" remain between the United
States and Iran. Nonetheless, he said
the administration stands
by
Christopher's assessment Wednesday
night that U.S-Iranian differences appear to be narrowing.

Rising Energy Prices Threten
ImprovementIn Nation's Economy
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)- The national
economy iS Showing slight signs of improvement as President Carter
prepares to leave office, but any gains
are being threatened by newly rising
energy prices, the Labor Department
says.
.
The department reported Friday that
inflation at the wholesale level rose 0.6
percent in December, the same increase as a month earlier and well
below surges earlier in the year.
And the nation's unemployment rate
dropped slightly in December - to 7.4
percent from November's 7.5 percent though the improvement may be mostly explained by thousands of jobless
Americans giving up their search for
work and thus being excluded from the
official count.
. The 11.7 percent rise in wholesale
prices for all of last year was down
slightly from a 12.6 percent increase in
19711 but was far above the 3.3 percent
rate lor 1976, the year before Carter
took tiffire. The unemployment rate he
leaves for President-elect Ronald
lieagan is virtually the same as the 7.5
percent'ratehe inherited from President Gerald R. Ford.
The statistics released Friday would
have been more favorable except for
big December increases in wholesale
prices for gasoline and home heating oil
- increases virtually certain to mean
higher consumer prices that could in
turn lead to higher production costs in other areas.
As if to underscore the trend, four of
the [tato in's largest refiners announced
further wholesale price increases for
gasoline and heating oil later in the day.
Exxon Corp. said its wholesale
gasoline prices would rise 2 cents a
gallon today_ It increased wholesale

heating oil and diesel fuelmprices 1 to 2
cents Thursday.
- Standard Oil Co. of California, Shell
Oil Co. and Union Oil Co. of California
raised their wholesale heating oil,
diesel fuel and gasoline prices 1 to 3
cents a gallon.
In another development Friday,
Chemical Bank boosted its prime lending rate from 19.5 percent to 20 percent, bringing it into line with the rate
most major banks are charging their
most creditworthy customers.

If the overall rise in wholesale pri)c,
continues at December's 0.6 percent for
a•full year, the annual inflation rate
would be 7.8 percent. But government
and private economists say. coming
months will bring renewed price
pressures on food and energy.
The Carter administration, in an
economic outlook to be released next
week, predicts a 12.6 percent retail Inflation rate this year, accompanied by
unemployment rising as high as 8 percent by storing.

Inflation Lessens Slightly
But Continues To Roar
NEW YORK (
- When 1980
began, economists generally expected
a recession and were hopeful it would
cut inflation. They got the recession,
but inflation is continuing to roar.
The final wholesale price figures for
1980, released this past week, showed a
slight lessening in inflation, but consumer price figures.due in two weeks
are expected to show an increase over
1979.
But perhaps more important is that a
key segment of the economy - energy
- is seeing another rapid escalation in
prices, with numerous oil companies
posting increases in their charges for
gasoline and home heating oil.
Since, Jan., 1, the prices charged by
most major companies have risen by a
nickle a gallon or more. Exxon's latest
move, for example, raised the
wholesale price of heating.mil to 91.8
cents a gallon in New York, up from
80.8 cents a gallon in mid-August.
Further increases can be expected as
more U.S. oil emerges from price con-

-trols over the coming months, even if
oil exporting countries refrain from further increases.
In recent' weeks, the top price
authorized by the Organization of
-Petroleum Exporting Countries 'has
risen to $41 a barrel,- almost a dollar a
gallon since a barrel contains 42
gallons. Saudi Arabia, which last month
raised its price to 832 a barrel, a 82 increase, is widely expected to announce
another increase in the near future.
How much oil prices rise depends in
part in whether Iran and Iraq continue
to fight. The loss of nearly all of their
production has ended the -oil gluC' of
last year and stockpiles are declining.
The rising energy prices showed up in
the producer price index for December,,
which said gasoline prices rose 1.5 percent and heating oil prices climbed 1.9
percent.
Overall, the producer price index was
up 11.7 percent in 1980„ compared to a
gain of 12.6 percent in 1979. Overall,
energy prices rose 27.2 percent in the
year,compared to 62.7 percent in 1979

Belch ers Establish Loan Fund For Students
A student loan fund has been
established at Murray State University
by Mr. and Mrs. Joe R. Belcher, Route
6, Murray, in memory of Mrs. Belcher's
father, the late Carl Tirnmel.
A retired Evansville, Ind., sales executive with Allied Mills, Inc., Timmel
moved to Calloway County and became
an enthusiastic supporter of the university and West Kentucky before his
death in 1973 at the age of 68.
To be known as the Carl Timmel
Memorial Loan Fund, the program,
will provide Short-term, low-interest
loans for deserving junior and senior
business students, preferably in the
marketing area, and must be used for
general educational expenses.
The 15th child of German immigrant
parents and born in the coal mining
town of Buckskin. Ind., Timrnel learned
early in life about hard work and hard
times. "While other children played, he
dealt with a grownup's world," Belcher
said in presenting the basic contribution recently to Murray Slide President
Constantine W. Curris.
"You pay your own way. You never
expect something for nothing," his
father once told him, and this became
reality id well as philosophy for him at
an early age," he said. "At the age of
nine, he began paying for his board with
a steady job in addition to his school
work."
While attending high school, Tinunel
worked at a nearby mill for eight hours
on weeknights and on Saturdays.
Following graduation, he attended college at Evansville University with the

netr

ESTABLISH STUDENT LOAN FUND - Mr. and Mrs. foe B. Belcher, Route 6, Murray, have established a inan fund
for business students at Murray State University in honor of Mrs. Belcher's father, the late Carl Timmel, an Allied
Milk sale executive in the Evansville, Ind., area. Their founding contribution was presented recently to Murray State
President Constantine W. Curtis, left. The fund will be administered through the Murray State University Foun.
dation,
help of a company loan arranged by the
mill owner.
In 1928, he-graduated with a degree in
marketing, and repaid his loan, which
opened the door to a successful, 35-year
sales career with Allied Mills When hp

AlliAl

&i C

retired, he lived at Newburgh, near
Evansville.
"His appreciation for that loan lived
on," Belcher said, "and this Carl Timmel Memorial Loan Fund at Murray
State University is the result of that ap-

predation."
the fund will be adminiltered
through the Murray State University
Foundation, which is located on the 4th
Floor of Sparks Hall on the university's
main campus

-
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Coming Community Events Are Listed
SaUirday,J.ti
Both the men's and ladies'
basketball teams of Murray
State University will play
Eastern Kentucky with the
ladies to play at 5:15 p.m. and
the men at 6:30 p.m.
Motorcyle races, sponsored
by the Benton Bushwackers,
will be at 8 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Admission
will be $3 for adults and 51 50
for children 12 years old and
under,
Murray Squar-A-Naders are
scheduled to dance from 8 to
10 30 p.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Hall.
Meeting of the Captain
Wendell Ours Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution for 1:30 p.m. with
Sally ,Livesay has been
cancelled.
Tryouts fir Calloway County Youth basketball League
will be at the Calloway Middle
School with fourth grade at 10
a.m., fifth and sixth grades at
12 noun, and seventh and
eighth grades at 2 p.m.

BARGAIN MATINEES
SAT. & SUN. -2:00
CHERI &
ALL SEATS 51.50-

---N.

--

Day Perko
JANE •OND•
TOMLIN

Illeisday, Jan. 12
Saturday, Jaa. le
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Murray City Schools Tale I
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at School and District Advisory
the west end of the West Ken- Councils will meet at 7 p.m. at
tuglty Livestock and Exposi- the Murray Middle School.
tion Center
auditorium with Dr. Yancey
Watkins to speak on -How
Odyssey Group Lock-In of You Can Help Your Child In
First Christian Church will Reading."
start at 9 p.m. today and conclude with Sunday morning
Coldwater Baptist Church
worship.
Women will meet at the home
of Glenna Rawls at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 11
Mr. and Mrs Harding
Murray-Calloway County
Galloway will be honored at a
reception at the Conunututy Community ChoruS will meet
Room of the North Branch of at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting
the Peoples Bank from 2 to 4 room of the Calloway Public
p.m. This will be in celebra- Library. This is open to any intion of their 50th wedding an- terested persons.
niversary. The fanuly reSwing,
Porch
Front
quests that guests not bring
women's barber shop group,
gifts.
High School will rehearse at 7 p.m. at the
Murray
Church.
Baseball Boosters will meet at First Christian
3 p.m.
Young Actors Guild of
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at 829 Glendale,
Murray. For information calll
759-1752 or 759-1Z87.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Youth group will have its
general meeting at 5 p.m. with
the council to meet at 3 p.m.
God Squad of First Christian
Church will start its progressive dinner at the church
at 5 p.m.
Covenant Prayer Group and
Youth Feflowships of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 5:30 p.m. at the church.
GAs (Grades 1 to 6 of First
Baptist Church will meet at 6
p.m. at the church.

_,
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R`Ussell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the church.
Need Line Board of Directors- will meet at 12 noon at
Pagliai's.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets

-, REBA DONNELLY and
her husbarid_DAN have _
together lost228 pounds
following thr Conway
Ideal Diet and kept, it
off with the help of the
Conway Maintenance
program.
When they started
dieting, REBA weighed
2)0 pounds (and reduced to 1 35) and DAN
weighed )10 pounds (and reduced to 1 7 5).
Reba explains:" lost 94 pounds and Dan 135 on the
CONWAY DIET PROGRAM. One of the reasons I was
attracted to it in the first place was the no fish
requirement"
"Once I began to lose successfully, the recipes and
weekly seminars reinforced my weight loss. The recipes
helped both of us eliminate the boredom of dieting''
"We feel like different people now. We are healthier
and happier and we owe it to The Conway Diet
Institute.-

- a

Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Frances Matarazzo,
1602 Keenland Drive.
Youth Prayer Breakfast of
First Baptist Church will be at
7:30 a.m. at the Fellowship
Hall.
Murray State University
Lady Racers will play Northern Kentucky University in
a basketball game at Racer
Arena here at 7 p.m.

Goshen United Methodist
Church Youth Fellowship will
meet at 6:30 p.rn. at the church.
•
Monday. Jan. 12
Winsome Class of Memorial
Auditions for "Alice In Baptist Church will meeyt
Wonderland," upcoming pro- - with Jane Witham at 7 p.m.
duction by the MurrayCalloway County Community
Basketball games between
Theatre, will be at 3:30 p.m. the freshmen and junior varsifor the children's company ty boys of Murray High and
and at 7 p.m. for adults, young Calloway High will be at 3:30
adults and children from the p.m. at Calloway.
community, both at the
Calloway Public Library.
Tuesday,Jan, 14
Mary Rowlett Circle of
Ladies Winter Tennis Blood River Baptist Church
League will meet at 9:15 a.m. will meet at 7 p.m. at the churat the Murray High School ch.
Tennis Courts to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 10
Murray 'Branch
of
a.m. ,
American Association of
Sigma Department of Mur- University Women will meet
ray Woman's Club will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the Community
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
This will be an open meeting.

COUPLE LOSES 228 POUNDS
CREDITS CONWAY DIET INSTITUTE

II

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open frorn 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
senior citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Late registration for Spring
1981 classes at Murray State
University will be held in the
Student Center.

CeneolC u • 753-3314
7:00,9:00
- 2:00 Sat.,Sun.

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

NEW MEMBERS—SAVE $5.00
Bring this coupon with you to any meeting listed and
you will save $5.00 off the4°alai Registration Fee of
$6.25 and Weekly Seminar Fee of 53.75. Pay only
S S 00 instead of $1000

4
1

A FRIEND SAVES $5.00

6

if you bring a friend with you when you join, then the
coupon will be worth SIO 00. SS 00 tot you and $300 ler
your friend

6

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of
the
West
KentuckyLivestock and Exposition Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

Tuesday, Jan, 13
Murray TOPS I take off
pounds sensibly i Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center
Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Dexter at
9:30 a.m.; Elba from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.ni.:.Hazel and Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
Varsity Boys and Varsity
Girls will play Tilghman in
basketball games at Murray
at 6:30 p.m.
Tryouts for "Alice In
Wonderland" for the MurrayCalloway Community Theatre
will be at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 10 a.m. taa p.m.
Special program on acrylic
painting will be at the regular
Second Tuesday program at
the Murray Art Guild at 7 p.m.

Weekly Insight-Motivation Seminars

murra y- Maoists. 740 0.m. Benkt0Emdtadr, 7* p.m.
Emmanuel lotheten Chianti First WOW Methodist Chinch
100 S. 156 St
(mat Square
New

Or Cal 1511114i
Merniba.rs Always Welcome

Registration 56 25 plus Weekly Seminars $1 75
tO

CONWAY DIET INSTITUTE—No Fish Required

I am
DEAF( DEL LAMB
33 years of age and I am still
breast feeding my sevenmonth-old baby My problem
IS that suddenly I am losing
quite a lot of my hair My doctor informs me that this is
normal for nursing mothers
and that it will grow back
once I stop nursing This
explanation as insufficient
Can you offer rue any further
advice/
DEAR READER - It is
quite common for a woman to
have a sudden loss of hair
after a pregnancy. Your hair
follicles all have an active
and dormant phase. In the
active phase they sprout hair
shafts. When they are dormant there is no visible hair
shaft. They are on a rotating
shift so to speak so that ordinarily such a small number
are dormant that you don't
notice it.
• When you are pregnant the

Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James C.
Hart at 10 a.m. with Dr.
Wallace Baggett to give the
program; II with Mrs. Terry
Hart with Mrs. Del Fleming to
give the program.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs.,-Novella
Morgan at 9a.m.; II with Mrs.
Jim Kee at 2 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall, Highway 121 North
at Johnny Robertson Road.,

hormonechanges activate
more of your hair follicles so
you have a lot more hair
shafts In the latter months of
pregnancy a woman's hair is
apt to be its thickest
The drawback is that with
so many follicles in the same
active phase you then have a
lot going into the dormant
phase at the same time When
that happens the dormant follicles shed their hair and a
woman may experience massive hair loss. But your doctor
is right in saying that it is
temporary Very soon there
will be hair follicles that have
been dormant which will be
active again and you will
grow your hair back.
There are many other causes for losing hair which are
discussed in The Health Letter number 12-6, Hair Care,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,

Dealt)
By Abigail Van Buren

No-Frills Death His
Happy End to Life
DEAR ABBY: I hope you won't think I'm off my rocker,
but when I die I don't want any kind of wake, funeral or
burial service. I've already told this to my wife, but she
doesn't take me serio'usly.1 have grown children,grandchildren and relatives all cis;er the U.S. and Canada,and I don't
want people traveling thousands of miles just to bury me.
After I'm gone, I want my skin donated to the nearest
burn center, my eyes, kidneys and all other usable organs
donated to those who can use'than, and the rest of me sent
to a medical college for research or whatever bodies are used
for.
I'm not a religious person and I don't want any kind of
service, eulogy or prayers. The minute I'm pronounced dead,
I want my body moved out and disposed of in the above-mentioned manner.
Abby, how can I make sure that my wishes will be carried
out? It doesn't seem fair that a person has no say over what
happens to his body after 'he's dead.
It you, or any of your readers Nave a solution to my
problem, let me know, and I'll die happy.
NO FRILLS
DEAR NO FRILLS: I agree, it doesn't seem fair that
one should have no say about what happens to his
body after life departs from it, but traditionally that
has been the prerogative of one's nearest of kin.
Perhaps a lawyer can help assure you that your
wishes will be carried out as soon as you are.
(P.S. Even though you may not want any kind of
service or prayers, consider your survivors. It may be
a comfort to them.)

Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United
Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

•••

Circles of First - United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters,
Bessie Tucker,and Maryleona
Frost, all at 9:30 a.m., and
Faith Doran at 2 p.m.
Murray Neighborhood Girl
Scout Core is scheduled to
meet at 10 a.m. at the Girl
Scout Cabin.

Richard Valentine Puppets
will present performances at
10 alt. and 3:30 p.m. inside
the small Green Room of the
Old Freight Depot in the CityCounty Park.

the method has been used by
other libraries to salvage
books damaged by water in
fires.
The books are stacked
among turkeys, hamburger
and kielbasa in the coldest
section of the freezer, where
the temperature is 10 below.
No removal date been set.

ALLEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mark T. Allen
of Memphis, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Melissa
Raye, weighing seven pounds
four ounces, born on Sunday,
Dec. 21, at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis.
The mother is the former
Bettie Jo Hays.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Don Allen of Memphis,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hays of Cottage Grove, Tenn.

Ninety Four - East
Studio-Gallery
Ph: 502-759-1025
P.O. Box 967'
Murray, Kentucky 42071

D

stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.0 Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019 There are
number of things you can di,
to minimize hair loss which
are also discussed Crash diets
and certain grooming habits
are frequent causes of reversible hair loss
DEAR DR LAMB - lama
74-year-old woman, don't
drink, smoke or use coffee. I
try to exercise - like walking. I am quite thin; I can't
afford .to lose more weight
My cholesterol is 190 but my
blood fat is 312 which I understand is high. I have diverticulitis and cannot eat fruit,
juices or some vegetables or I
get diarrhea. I can eat sweets
which I use to help keep my
weight up.
Now with this high blood
fat, should I avoid sweets?
Would it be wise to keep my
weight up by eating bacon,
eggs, puddings and pastries?
Could you give me some

S

advice about my diet in view
of the high blood fat?
DEAR READER
While
there is lots of evidence that a
high cholesterol level can be
associated with fatty-cholesterol deposits leading to heart
attacks and strokes, the same
cannot be said for high triglycerides (blood fat) A very
recent review of published
information on the problem
by the University of California School of Medicine at San
Francisco and Public Health
at Berkeley failed to show any
relationship between isolated
elevation of blood fats when the cholesterol was low
- and circulation problems.
Since your cholesterol is
quite good, my advice would
be to not be concerned about
your blood fat level. As long
as your cholesterol is as low
as it now is, you should not
need to restrict your diet in
terms of preventing fatty-cholesterol deposits. That gives
you a lot of leeway in eating
foods to keep your body
weight up
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Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows:' Paris road
with Barbara White and New
Providence - with Sylvia
Puckett, both at 1 p.m., Countryside with Patricia Ward:
Coldwater with Mn. Hunter
Bazzell.

Offer expires Friday January 23, 1981
-------

Lawrence E. Lamb. M

Ruth Warren Group of Sinking Spnng Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Carol Turner at 7 p.m.

Damaged Books Frozen To
"For Salvage By Library
PORT HURON, Mich.(AP1
- If you want to borrow
"Gulliver's Travels" from the
public library in St. Clair
County's Kimball Township,
you may have to wear gloves
and an overcoat
Jonathan Swift's novel and
640 other books from the G.
Lynn Campbell Library are
available only from the
freezer of Hall Meat & Poultry
in Port Huron.
The books were damaged
over the Christmas holiday
when a water pipe froze and
burst, flooding part of the
library. Instead of discarding
the books and trying to collect
insurance, library director
Harry Wu figures that cold
storage could dry out the
pages, much as coffee is
freeze-dried and stored.
"When you put meat in a
freezer for several months, it
dries out," Wu said. He said

Hair loss after pregnancy
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Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Every day, some
thing is robbing
you blind!
Here's how you can fight
back.
Inflation! Silently, invisibly, it is destroying the
ability of your insurance to do its job-pay to
re-build or repair your propertyfollowing a fire or
some other peril. The problem: construction
costs are rising faster than your insurance
coverage.
The answer: a series of "Inflation Fighters"
from AF_.tna Life E., Casualty, available from our
agency. Don't let inflation rob you blind. Ask us
about the -Inflation Fighters".

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355

David King•Gene Landolt•Adele Kupchella
The /Elna Casualty and Surety(nmpar,•The Standard,
ore Insurance Company
T he 4.anen,

.

DEAR ABBY: Our 21-year-old grandson, who has always
been the apple of our eye, has just announced that he is the
"proud" father of a baby boy born to his 20-year old
girlfriend. They are living together, he has a good job, but
no mention has been made of any forthcoming marriage
They just say they are "engaged."
My wife and I has7e decided that until they get married we
are not' giving them a wedding present. We gave our
granddaughter a generous cash wedding gift after her
wedding, and we are prepared to do the same for this
grandson; but not'until — regardless of how many illegitimate children he has!
Also, do you think a baby gift is-in order for an
illegitimate child?
UNCERTAIN IN MINNESOTA
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DEAR UNCERTAIN: Wedding gifts are for couples
who are wedded - not merely bedded. But do send a
gift for the baby. And please don't label him "illegitimate." There are no illegitimate children - only
illegitimate parents.
•••
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DEAR ABBY: Our son is getting married. We know vet?,
little about the girl's family, although we have met her
parents, and they seem very nice. I am quite sure we are
"better off financially than they are, and knowing how
expensive weddings are, we want to help with the cost.
Is there some way we can offer to share half the expense
of the wedding without offending them? Or do you think
such an offer would be-tacky? NO NAMES, PLEASE
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DEAR NO NAMES: Tacky? Not if you're tactful.
Your concern about the cost of the wedding shows
rare generosity and consideration. Don't pussyfootcome right out and tell them you'd like to share the
expense of the wedding. And unless they're from
outer space, your offer will give them inner joy.
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Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Announcing Karon Walker,bride-elect of Jimmy Johnson, has selected her pottery
from our bridal registry.
Karon and Jimmy will be

married March 6th.

Deded a'
Hwy.94

753-8738

Do it wisely. Read our free
booklet Wood Burning Heaters.
It'll help you make a sensible
decision.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753 5312
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Muiray Business News Briefs
Faye s Monogramming
Offers Various Styles,
Colors Of Monograms
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Sixteen
styles
ot
monograms in 32 colors of
thread are available at Faye's
Monogramming,203 S.5th St.,
ocrned by Faye Rogers.
__Rogers, home ecomonics
and textile major at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin, said monograms can
be placed on several items including sweaters, shirts,
robes, linen, pruse covers and
ties.
Block letters, script letters,
Greek letters and custom
designing also are available.
Rogers said.
Lettering on athletic apparel is offered by Rogers and
'her co-worker,Pella Murphy.
In business since Nov. 1, the
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VIOLIN LESSONS- Teresa Gardner(second from left), 3, and Wendy Dowdy(second
from right), 2, receive their first violin lessons from Francie Beard Vanarsdel (left) and
Conny Ottway (right), owners of the Murray String Academy. The academy offers
violin and viola lessims. Teresa is the daughter of Penny Gardner and Wendy is the
daughter of Jeff and Candy Dowdy.

Steve Douglass Elected
President Of Young
Agents Of The Insurors
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shop is open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Rogers said persons who
make their own clothes can bring in pre-cut patterns i such
as pockets for monogramming.
Monogramming can be
completed in about one week,
depending on the amount of
back orders, Rogers said.
Rogers resides in Murray
with her husband David, who
runs 1890's Ice Cream Parlor.
For more information about
the service or to order
monograms, stop by Faye's
Mongranuning at 203 S 5th St.
or call 753-7743.

Violin, Viola Lessons Offered
By Murray String Academy

Steve Douglass, son of Mr. National Young Agents Conand Mrs. Earl Douglass, 217 ference to be held in March at
Woodlawn, Murray, was the Opryland Hotel in
recently .elected President of Nashville.
A MI GrAtittAte IA Murray
Young Agents of the insurom
-:-1-E*11614/6NOGRAMh41NG,- Faye Rogers (right) and Pella Murphy,
of Tennessee,'a trade associa- State, Douglass is currently
of Faye's
Classes can be given during two years in Owensboro. She
Violin and viola lessons now
tion of over 600 independent in- vice-president of. Sills InMonogramming,203 S. 5th St., display sweaters,shirts and ties with monograms or letthe day or at night.
Dover,
are
Agency
in
given
locally
-by
surance
holds' a Bachelor of Music
Francie
surance agencies.
tering from their business.
Students'should have their Education from Muitay State
As 1981 president, Douglass Tenn. Civic activities include: Beard Vanarsdel and .Conny
if
However,
University.
trustee of Fort - Donelson Ottway. instructors of the own instriunents.
they rent instruments, the inOttway will receive her
United_ Methodist Church, Murray Siting Academy.
structors'ask that the students Bachelor of -Music in May
board of directors Dover
be measured before renting an from MSU.She and Vanarsdel
Peoples Bank and Trust,
Lessons will be given to instrument.
'
member Stewart_ __County
both-perform in the_Baducah
'Students ages 3 to adult.
Instruments are not Symphony.
Library Board and past presiPrivate and group lessons will necessary for the first lesson.
dent Dover Kiwanis Club.
For more information about
Vanarsdel and Ottway also the academy or to enroll, call
He-is married to the Former be available with times to be
worked
form
a
out
with
the
plan
to
students.
said
they
Susan Sills who teaches in the
Vanarsdel at 753-5439 or OttStatistics can be downright manufacturing has come into years ago by German-born
Stewart County School Lessons for beginners through ensemble.
way at 436-2902.
its own, with two-thirds of the Jacob Roth. In the early days,
dull and dry.
for
advanced
taught
strings
are
available.Vanarsdel
System..
But they're an essential part State's industries having been the firm specialized in such ,
of business news, for they tell founded after 1950, and more things as tin roof fabrication,
the story of the economy in than 40 per cent after 1960.
but lately it has focused on
Clear-cut terms. An overview
• An example of a homegrown _ fabricating tasks connected
of manufacturing activity in industry with slightly more with heating- and airKenFucky provides one 117, than a quartr-cen
conditioning systems.-Jaeo
DETROIT (AP) But 1980, as expected, still brought the year's production recession, U.S. auto plants
lustration, as seen in this data operation under its belt in Roth's great-great-grandson,
,,,DeCember U.S. car prodiiction wound up the worst year in 19 to 6,376,774, a 24 percent drop still turned out 6,705,837*cars
from the' Kentucky Depart- toane Box Co. of Louisville. Phil Ifoth, carries on the Famirose 3.7 percent from years.
from 8,341,152 built in 1979 and and in 1970 they built 6,545,908.
W. C. Miller moved to the ly tradition-as-president.
- merit of COmmerce:
December 1979, the first time , The five major 'producers well (eider the previous two Figures_ for those years in+The state had 3,291 plants Commonwealth from Ohio in
Of much larger scbpe is
in 19 months that has happen- 'said they built 471,223 cars in recession-year troughs.
clude several thousand
employing 300,000 workers in 1954 to found the cofrugated Rockwell
Interrational's
ed, according to preliminary _December compared with
Production in 1961 was only passenger vans now counted
Steve Douglass
1979, the Most recent year for packaging firm, named after truck axle prOduct%n plant at
produCtion reports Monday.
454,41/3 in December 1979. That -5,516,317 cars. In the 1975 as trucks.
• which figures • are available Kentucky frontiersman Winchester, which opened in will be in charge of planning
The last time a month's
1976 as a major supplier of ax- the annual Young Agents ConDaniel Boone.
from Commerce. ,
assemblies numbered more
Mr. Miller' and two les for medium, heavy and ference. The Young Agents
+The
manufacturing
than they were in the same
Confezence is designed for inpayroll that year amounted to - employees leased a 17,000- extra-heavy trucks.
month of the previous year
While 1980 layoffs plagued dependent insurance ,agents
4.4 billion. Average weekly square-foot building'27 years
wasin May 1979.
- earnings per employee was ago and began turning out car- the company, recalls are con- under 36 years of age. AddiCharles t Phillips, a Murnaval aviator and electronics
In,. part, December's in'
266.74 and the hourly wage tons and other packaging tinuing; production is not yet tionally, he will serve is a ray native and son of Mr. and
engineer, 'Phillips entered' creases represent the restore!,
materials- for the newly- back to 1978 levels, however, member of the board of direc- Mrs. Fred T. Phillips of. Miiraveraged 6.77.
Western State University Col- tion of production cuts impo*
+The value of products opened General Electric when 1,400 workers turned out tors of the insurors of Ten- ray, was admitted to practice
lege Of Law. He graduated in ed to bring inventories into
nessee
and
as
host
for
the
1981
plant.
Boone
their
Box's• list of
millionith axle.
shipped by manufacturers in
law before the California State
May 1980. balance
with
sales,
1977 (the latest compilation customers expanded ,rapidly
Phillips is married to the
Automakers are scheduling nO
and today, about 175 workers
_leaf.)totalled 22.7. billion. .
former Florence L. Bryant of more cars in the first quarter
, But these statistics do give assemble corrugated items in
.Philadelphia. They have four this year than they built in the
-only the broad picture and say. a 150.000-square-foot facility.
children and reside in La same three months of 1980.
nothing of the diversity of Mr. Miller also opened plants,
Mesa, Calif.
-Kentucky's manufacturing in other states in 1975 and 1976.
His parents reside at Route
Archeologists, . have
Another industry ' whose
sector. The state produces lust
FRANKFORT - Coolee .economicallydisadvantaged. social worker for the Bureau
7, Murray. Phillips' mother is discovered the remains of a
about everything, from Kentucky roots are illustrated
Ashley of Frankfort and Mike
Ms. Ashley will work closely for Social SerViCes in Coy. the former Eurah E. Parks. mammoth - or prehistoric
underwear to oil products and by its name in Bluegrass In- Clawson of Lexington. have---with the Kentuckiana ingtoh.
Both parents attended Murray elephant - dating back more
Shortly after receiving her
Metals to tobacco. Anybody dustries; Inc., which
joined the staff of the Balance Regional Planning and
State Teachers' College. than 10,000 years. It was
of State Private Industry - Development Agency and the B. A. in English and French
and everybody . who makes employed 60 persons initially
:Phillips'father retired after 30 unearthed in a field at Maxey,
something is Considered a back in 1948 to make men's -Council in Frankfort.
Lincoln Trail, Northern Ken- from . Eastern Kentucky
years of government service.
England.
taught
Ashley
Ms.
University,
underwear
in
a
is
inCarlisle
faciliBoth
manufacturer, so the list
Clawson and Ashley tucky and Barren River Area
in
the
a
year
Charles
T.
ty.
Today,
the
school
for
Phillips
firm employes
have been named Program Deuelopment Districts.
terlaced with the one-person
.
Development Specialists for
shop that fabricates sheet 1,900 workers at five Kentucky
She was an Account Ex- Blytheville Pt1blic School Courts and the Federal Courts
on Dec. 16, 1980.
the Council which covers some ecutive with the Bureau for system in Arkansas:.
metal and the huge plants that locations • to make several
A former vice president of
Clawson will, work along
employ thousands to make underwear and sportwear 90 counties throughout the Manpower Services in
electric, and non-electric lines as well as hospital sup
state.
Louisville for the past three with the Gateway. Buffalo mar4ceting for Chama Corp., a
Private Industry Councils years Prior to that, she was a Trace, Pennyrile and San Diego-based computer
_machinery. And Mitt-list.. is - plies. Aruf_two.years.ago...the
Bluegrass Area Development firm. Phillips has been apcomposed of Kentucky-bred- company opened a Canadian
were established in 1978 by
licensed For
pointed corporate counsellor
Districts.
companies as well as Ken- switn_wear facility. . 'Presidential order. The comCommonwealth - industries
.
He graduated from the Chania.
tucky operations owned by nabined goals of all 440 councils
Commercial
8, Residential
Phillips will specialize in inUniversity of Kentucky in.1976
tional and foreign parent com- range from the tiny to the
in the nation is to get the
gargantuan. On the smaller
.
with -a B.A. in Political come tax and estate planning
panies.
private industry sector activeScience and worked as a con- in hisSan Diego law practice.
. Until World War- II,'ken- • side is A: N. Roth.. &Ms of
ly involved in providing perAfter his retirement in 1976
sultant for several years
rr
tucky was predominantly a- Louisville, 'a • sheet metal
manent, -fobs for the
before joining the PIC. In 1979, from 30 yearsin the Navy as a
riiral state. Since then. fabricating firm founded 115
he attended the . Institute of
ryi),m.sC,
Politics and Government, Little Rock, Arkansas. •
The Balance of State PR'
We at the
opened its curregt Frankfort
office at 71 Wilkinson Blvd. in
-August. The council, to date.
has launched five training proBetween now and April 15th there are over 26 dotes
jects and has at least a dozen
for filing or paying federal payroll, gift, estate or income
under consideration.
taxes. It's important ti) your family and your business to
PICS have been granted
know which of these dates apply in your situation.
funds to launch training proThat is why it is-importact that you get !he advise and
grams and other projects at no
counsel of a professional. I'm in the business of helping
cost to employers who hire
you comply, at the,least cost, with the complex array of
•
GETA eligible employees in
federal and state tax laws.
permanent full time jobs.
syslernaticelly review your current financial status
In addition to picking up all
and offer advice to you in every area of tax and financial „
costs associated with training.
planning. Look to me for planning for the years to comethe PICK will also pay half the
just as much as for my help in filing this year's returns.
trainees salaries in On-the-job
Training Programs

Statistics May Be Dull, Dry

But They Tell Economic Story

December Car Production Rises

Charles P hillips Practices Law

Ashley, Clawson Join Staff

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

(

You've GoiA Date

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

CPA

See or Call
Ed West

More than a title, If's a profession

At Parker Ford
New or Used
Cars or Truck t

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

753 8918
LIMS1111
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
David H. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Lassiter of Hazel, and Hal
E. Nance, son of Mrs. Joe W. Smith of
Murray, are now taking recruit training with the United States Navy at
Great Lakes,Ill.
Deaths reported include Frank Hall,
91, Mrs. Mollie Rogers, 84, Mrs.
Patncia Ann Edwards, and Mrs. Curtis
C. Doran,71. Dark fired tobacco sales will open
tomorrow on the local loose leaf floors.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions at
l'4;rray State University, has begun

Presidential
Pensions
(Reprinted by permission of
The Indianapolis Star)
According to Washington
bookkeepers, a change of administrations will cost the taxpayers close to $3 million. Obviously, most of the electorate
think that's money well spent.
But tfie issue of presidential
expenses, particularly those Of
ex-presidents, clearly needs
some careful rethinking on the
part of the new Congress.
By this time next year, taxpayers will be shelling out approximately El million a year
Just to keep ex-Presidents
Carter, Ford and Nixon in splendiferous comfort.
Each will receive annual pensions of $69,630. But that's only
the begining. Former presidents
have annual travel allowances
of about $35,000 and tax-paid
office rent, staff and equipment,
utilities, postage, supplies and
printing.
" Fin mer-Presidents- Nixon and
Ford each billed the government for $60,000 for office space
in 1979 and Mr. Ford ran up a
$35.000 phone bill and spent
$10,000 in postage — amounts
more suited to the running of a
medium-sized business than the
personal affairs of a •former
government official.
Mr. Nixon last May moved
into a 15-room office suit in
Lower Manhattan and the government gave him a $57,000 allowance just to furnish it.
No thinking citizen would begrudge a former president adequate Secret Service security

and a reasonable pension. But
beyond the expenses of a OW
ing-out year, office staffs and
expenses deserve to be closely
reassessed.
Modern day presidents are
financially secure when ilthey
leave office and often rofit
handsomely from their memoirs
and the lecture circuit: Giving
them such easy and continued
access to the public treasury is
indefensible, particularly at a
time when most pensioners are
having to cut back drastically
and do without.
The burdensome problem of
all federal pensions, particularly the automatic cost of living
increases which defy careful
cost projections, should be confronted by the next Congress.
And a good place to start would
be the munificent treatment the
country affords its ex-presidents.

Contemporary Religion

The Conquest OfFear
By Rev. Robert L. Wasson
Pastor Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene

.411.

"For God hath not given us the spirit
of fear, but of Power and of love and a_
sound mind."!! Timothy 1:7
Bertrand Rassell once said. "I do not
think that any good thing is to be obtained through fear."
Frankly. I would have to disagree
with him, at least partially. Sometimes
fear serves a very good purpose, even
going so far as to save lives. Watch a
child playing in the street. He knows no
fear, until he is made aware of the
dangers existing in the street traffic.
Without this fear, the child might innocently Wander into the street, and
you and I know what the cruel consequence might me, without careful
watching and warning of that child. The
fear thus engendered in that child may
well save his life.'
When drivers fear accidents, they
drive more carefully, when children
fear parents, they are well behaved.
When. men fear poverty, he will work,
arid prepare for the lean years after he,
or slit,
- will retire. When Nations fear
their enemies, they prepare to defend
themselves. When men fear the judgment, they live upright lives.
There really are -values in' fear,
because there are some dangers in this
world which need to be avoided.
There is, of course, another side to
fear. It can have devastating effects.
We are born with two fears, according
to modern-day psychologists, the fear
'if falling, and the fear of loud noise. As
we live in the world many,of us add to
our original fear, until it becomes an insurmountable wall, impossible to see or
climb out without help.
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The fear of flying, close places,
heights, and others only too familiar to
all of us, with many imaginary fears
that become a specter, haunting some
all their lives.
George Truitt, a noted preacher of
the last generation was invited to speak
for a week at one of America's most influential colleges. Thoughtfully he
wrote ahead to the president of the college, asking him to circulate a questionaire among the students, to get
their suggestions for subjects and
themes for his messages. The theme
most often mentioned was the request,
"Teach us how we can conquer fear."
All of us have experienced fear at one
tithe or another in our lifetime. Illness,
insecurity of a job, being able to care
for ourselves and our loved ones, the
possibility of a maiming injury, the
possibility of failure, war,and death.
The scriptures speak of those, "who
through fear of death, were all their
lifetime subject to bondage." HebrewS
215. The frightened child tells his
father about the thing he fears, and the
terror is brought out into the light
where Dad Can show the child his fear is
groundless, or if it is real, he is able to
help him with it. Thus it is with the child
of God.
Faith in God has always been the antidote for fear. Joshua, after the death
of Moses heard these words,
strong and of good courage; be not affrighted, neither be thou dismayed, for
Jehovah thy God is with thee whithersoever thou goest." Joshua :9
The final book in the Bible Revelation
states. "Fear not, I am the first and the
last, and the living one; and I was dead,
and behold I am alive forever more,
and I have the keys of dea‘h and Hades.
Revelation 1:17-18
In Proverbs 9:10, Soloman said "the
fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom." Fear of the Lord leads to obedience of His laws. This is not an abject
fear, but one of awe and reverence. No
man loves as God does.
So, as we have discussed, some fear
has a place in our lives for it is a protection to us. We aren't going to run out into the freeway and try to stop a
speeding truck with our bare hands, for
we know it would mean certain death!
But, let us only fear those things worthy
of fear. We need to balance our fear
with a vital living faith in God, and HIS
power.
Paul, in his letter to Timothy, said,
'...for I know whom I have believed,
and am persuaded that He is able to
keep that which I have committed unto
Him against that day." II Timothy 1:12
I pray that such confidence and
freedom from fear is yours today!!!

year term as a member of..
serving a
the American College Testing Program.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hayden Bogard
of Murray Route 3 will observe their.:
50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12.
An open house is planned at their home ,
on Jan. 17.
Murray
State
University
Thoroughbreds lost to East Tennessee
in a basketball game. Blondet was high
scorer for Murray and Ring for East
Teruiessee.

20 Years Ago

SIM

The Murray Rescue Squad has acquired an equipment carrying trailer
through the help of the A & P Food
Store, Kuhn's 5 and 10 Store, National
Stores, Inc.,and l,erman's.
Deaths reported include Gaylon M.
West, 70, and Mrs. Flora Burt,68.
Fred Schultz, principal of Murray
High School, will present the program
at the meeting of the Murray ',ions Club
to be held tonight at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Junior Parnsh, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Curling, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Fuqua.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Humphreys announce the engagement of their
daughter, Carol Jean, to Airman Third
Class Ray Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Sims.
The Murray State College '
Thoroughbreds lost to the Eastern
Maroons by the score of 75 to. 73 in a
basketball game here. O'Riordian was
high scorer for Murray and Cole for
Eastern.

30 Years Ago
Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Happy Birthday,
Last month, while I was taking a brief
which they were sleeping, by the rattle
vacation from writing this column, the
of furniture thrown down, and by the
anniversary of the formation of
crash of falling chimneys.
Reelfoot Lake came and went without
"In fear and trembling they hurriedly
notice on my part ( or anyone else's, as
groped their way from their houses to
far as I know), But since I know of one
escape the falling debris and remained
person at least, James Green,who parshivering in the winter air until mornticularly enjoys reading about that
ing, the repeated shocks at intervals
beautiful spot in Fulton County, I will
during the night keeping them from
include a recount of that event of
returning to their weakened or tottering
December 1811.
dwellings.
Formation of Reelfoot lake was the
"Daylight brought Little improveresult of the New Madrid earthquake,
ment to their situation, for early in the
the most severe shock recorded in the
morning another shock, preceded by a
North American continent. It had been
low robling and fully as severe as the
a strange and bizarre year for Kenfirst, was experienced. The ground rose
tucky. That spring had been one of
and fell as earth waves, like the long,
severe flooding along the major rivers,
low swell of the sea, passed across its
followed by a summer of drought. In
surface, tilting the trees until their
April of NM a great comet was seen in
branches interlocked and opening the
the sky, also a somewhat unusual .; soil in deep cracks as the surface was
event.
,bent.
Heat that summer was unusually in"Landslides swept down the steeper
tense, causing the drought and much
bluffs and hillsides; considerable areas
crop failure in Kentucky, which was bewere uplifted, and still larger areas
ing newly settled by pioneers from fursunk and became covered with water
ther east. It was said that even the
emerging from below through fissures
animals acted in strange ways;
or little ''craterlets" or accumulatihg
awesome flocks of passenger pigeons
from the obstruction of the surface
came through the Ohio Valley, destroydrainage. On the Mississippi -great
ing all growing things in their path and
waves were created, which overwhelmbreaking down trees with their weight.
ed many boats and washed others high
In September of that year there was a
upon the shore, the return current
total eclipse of the sun, another unusual
breaking off thousands of trees and carevent. But the climax of the year came
rying them out into the river. High
in mid-December when the first shocks
banks caved and were precipitated into
were felt.
the river, sand bars and points of
The following narrative of the New
islands gave way, and whole islands
Madrid earthquake was written in 1912
disappeared."
by Myron Fuller and is supposedly the
"During December 16 and 17 shocks
most accurate and intensive descripcontinued at short intervals but
tion of the event.
gradually diminished in intensity. They
-It is fairly well established that imoccurred at longer intervals until
mediately before the earthquake
January 23, when there was another
unusual warmth and a thick oppressive
shock, similar in intensity and destrucatmosphere with occasional rain and
tiveness as the first. This shock was
unseasonable thunder showers prevailfollowed by about two weeks of
ed over a wide area of country.
quiescence, but on February 7 there
"A little after 2 o'clock on the mornwere several alarming and destructive
ing of Decernber 16, the inhabitants of
shocks, the last equaling or surpassing
the region were suddenly awakened by
any previous disturbance, and for
the groaning, creaking and cracking of
several days the earth was in a nearly
the timbers of the houses or cabins in
constant tremor.
"For fully a year small shocks occurred at intervals of a few days."

Tockzy In HisferY

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Jan. 10, the tenth
day of 1981. There are 355 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan, 10, 1946, the General
Assembly of the United Nations convened in London.
On this date:
In 1776, American revolutionist
Thomas Paine published his influential
pamphlet,"Common Sense."
In 1920, the League of Nations was
established as the Treaty of Versailles
went into effect.
In 1928, Leon Trotsky, one of the chief
architects of the communist revolution
in Russia, was exiled.
In 1969, Sweden became the first
Western European country to establish
relations with North Vietnam.
Ten years ago: The United States
protested to the Soviet Union about the
harassment of American citizens in
Moscow.
Five years ago: The Organization of
African Unity met in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, to discuss Angola.
One year ago: Some 2,600 Afghan
refugees were pouring into neighboring
Pakistan daily, driven by Soviet forces
that had occupied their homeland.
Today's birthdays: Actor Ray Bolger
is 77. Former baseball player Willie
McCovey is 43. Singer Gisele Mackenzie is 54.
Thought for today: Political power
grows out of the barrel of a gun. -Chinese leader Mao Tse-tung (189319i6 ).

Next week I will continue this account
of the formation of Reelfoot Lake.

Bible Thought
And he was angry, and would net go
in: therefore came his father out and
entreated him. — Lake 15:28.
Our brother's sin disturbs us much
more than our own sin. It is difficult for
us to love those whom God has forgiven.
Father,forgive us as we forgive others.
Amen.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
We are all familiar with the Golden
Rule. We are perhaps less familiar with
this revision of it by the famous
playwright and social critic George
Bernard Shaw 185649501:
Do not do unto others as you
would that they should do unto
you. Their tastes may noebe the
same.
Shaw wrote this as one of his "Maxims for Revolutionists," a series of
epigrams with which he ended his
famous play "Man and Superman"
1903).

Thirteen Murray State College
students from Murray who have
enlisted in the U. S. Navy are pictured
today in a photograph taken by Love
Studio of Murray. They are Raymond
Leroy Copeland, James Patterson
Sykes, Harry Edward Owens, Gene
Lovins, John McIvor, Chad Lee
Stewartzi Charles Howard Tolley,
WilliamJlaje _Crago._ Clyde Wesley
Harp, Oliver McLemore, Jr., Billy
Preston Cain, Joe Davenport, and Joe
Pat Elkins,
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Guy C. Luther, Jan. 5, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Outland,Jan. 6,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Graham Rogers,
Jan. 8, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benny

40 Years Ago

B. Parker, Jan. 10.
The marriage of Doris Marie Mc'
Callon and Hiram Thomas Riley was
solemnized on Jan, 7 at the Methodist
Parsonage at lOrksey.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Kirksey, Almo beat Wingo,
New Concord beat Hardin, and Benton
beat Murray High.
Mrs. T. B. Culpepper, Mrs. A. G.
Outtands
a
Mrs. Clarence Mitchell presented the
program at the meeting of the Young
Business Women's Class of the First
Baptist Church held at the home of Mrs.
W. H. Solomon, Payne Street, Murray.
Potatoes are listed as selling for 27
cents for 10 pounds in the ad for Kroger
this week.
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The new pre-martial law went into effect Jan. 1, 1941, which requires a couple applying for a marriage license to
first undergo a physical examination
and blood test for syphillis.
A war-weakened dark fired tobacco
auction market opened in Murray and
Western Kentucky on Jan. 6. An
average of 612.40 per hundred weight
was reported for the first day of sales.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Conan Paschall, 55, William
Chesley Scruggs, 86, Eldridge Swift, 63,
Mrs. Betty Patterson, 76; R. G. iUncle
Dick) Owen, 82, Mrs. Anna Dow
Phillips, 27, and infant baby son,
Charles (Lock) Stubblefield, 90, 'Miss
Rachel Young, 16, and infant twin sons
of Mr. and Mrs,Lathan Hart.
Jim Hart has been elected chairman
of the Calloway County Board of-Education. Fleetwood Crouch is vice chairman. Other members are Scudder
Galloway, Garclie Lassiter, and I,ee
Done/son.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan.
Marriages announced this week include Charlotte Jordan to Howard

Paschall on Dec. 21.
J. I. Fox, Sheriff of Calloway County,
urges taxpayers to pay their taxes by
March Ito avoids six per cent penalty.
Maurice Crass has been elected
president of the Calloway County Conservation Club to succeed Hafford
Parker who has served for two years.
Eddie Roberts is vice president and
Hugh Melugin is secretary-treasurer.
A. L. Townsend has been named to,
head the Murray Resident Project of
the NYA.
The Alpha Psi Omega dramatics
fraternity of Murray State Teachers
College will present the play, "The
Night of January 16" on Jan. 16 at the 1:
college auditorium. Cast members in-;
elude Bogard Dunn, Wells Lovett, Em-::
ma Sue Gibson, Odine Swann, Dan Hutson, Charlotte Owen, and Nancy
Whitnell, all of Murray.
Henry E. Holton, Jr., became a full
partner in the firm of Frazee, Melugin
& Holton, insurance agents, an Jan. 1, •
1941.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is":
Noel Coward's "Bitter Sweet" starring
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. ,

50 Years Ago
Thirty-eight firms, totaling a loss
$18,305, are reported for Murray during
1930 in the report of the Murray Fire
Department made by Chief A. G.
Hughes.
The East Shannon School building
was destroyed by fire on Jan. 6. M. 0.
Wrather, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools, said the bwlding was
valued at $700.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Gels M. Nanny, P. G. Baucum,68,
Mrs. Mollie Moore, and Tommie
Ferguson.
A large rock,estimated to weigh 1,000
pounds, which was plowed up ‘in the
farm of Elder J. R. Scott near Lynn
Grove recently, ORS every evidence of
being a meteor. .
Calloway County Extension Agent,C.
0. Dickey and E. C. Vaughan; seed
specialist for the University d Kentucky, will hold a seed school on Jan_ 16
at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County'dourthouse.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wadie Miller, Jan.
6, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oren Keys.
Jan. 7,and ahoy to Mr.and Mrs. Vergie
B. Miller, Jan. 8.
The annual stockholders meeting of
the Calloway Publishing Company.
publishers of The Ledger & Times, was
held Jan. 9 at the First National Bank,
Murray, according to Joe T. lAwell,
treasurer.

\
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All Ictters must be
signed by the writer ad the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced , whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
"Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
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More than 1,250 persons attended the -••
formal opening of the new Elite Cafe,
located in the new bus station building
on West Main Street. Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Dick are owners and operators of the
cafe.
The Murray State Teachers College
Thoroughbreds beat Union University
of Jackson, Tenn., in a basketball game
by the score of 39 to 28. Miller was high
scorer for Murray with 14 points.
New officers of the Missionary Society of Cole's Camp Ground, Methodist
Church are Mrs. Paul Kemp,Mrs. Lena
Jones, Miss Vera Bynum, Mrs. Essie
Reeves, Mrs. Nola Jackson, and Mrs.
M. E. Byruip.
Pink salmon, tall can, is listed as selling for 10 cents in the ad for the Piggly
Wiggly Store this week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
1
"War Nurse" starring Robert Mon- ,
tgoinery, Robert Ames, June Walker, ('
Ania Page, Zazu Pitts, arid Martha Provost.

4,7,

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
. be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree, with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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k.rory Richey stepped up on a
stump and cradled Ins shotgun
forced these fish down to a
in his left arm. -Find one of
warmer level. One we haven't
these to get on. You can see
thought about for a couple of
better," he said. I took his adwinters. The surface
vice and found a perch to look
temperature
is
holding
down over the crest of a slopbetween 34 and 36 degrees now
ing bank.
but if we get some more snow
Below us was a jumble of
or sleet it could drop below
Set your leftover minnows logs, honeysuckle add':
freezing.
inside withthe lid up and most blackberry briars. Gary's
of them should live until next beagle hounds had disapA few hardy souls have been
peared into the tangle. The onweek when you can go again.
fishing below Pickwick dam
ly evidence of their presence
for sauger and limiting out
Have fun but be safe, that was an occasional shaking
each day. Dr. Gary Marwater is cold!
bush and the solitary bawl of
quardt is the leader of the
Spot, the cold trailer. -It
Happy Fishing!
shouldn't take them but a
minute to jump a rabbit down'
in there," Gary said.
He'd hardly got the words
off his tongue when one of the
A completely new spinner casts and takes LUSOX to any
LUSOX can be trolled deep dogs opened with a frantic
has hit the fishing scene this desired depth; shallow, _dem along weed beds; run 'near
series of yips. Then the brushseason. The new spinner, call- or anywhere between.
drop-offs, sunken bars and filled gulley turned into a
ed Mepps LUSOX (say LewThe spinner's unique blade islands; and,through schooled
noisy din of barks and bawls
When cold woollier t111116115, 111•11 for iirry RIchoy and her boogies In lkohlonloorg County s
sok), has been generating in- is engineered so water or suspended fish. Some folks
and yowls as the other hounds
rabbit thickets, Richey say, do conflated Finimt.t14.4,kos
iron.' exc.ilerrwnat. It was preitc.ire spins it•light agairts4--trp,Irvare
th.
- -the- single—hook- LUSOX--10trted-Ife race. me trail ledhard winters of '77 anti '711.
developed by the same com- the body, keeping LUSOX at with pork rind, minnows or
toward the other side of the
pany which produces the the correct depth during the worms.
(P
y VI od•
thicket
where- Richard
popular Mepps French spin- entire retrieve. The blade
In rivers, fishermen should
Richey, Gary's uncle, stood
ners. The weight-forward even spins on the way down try the fish-holding water -n
near guard: "Watch him, the Bremen community in
dogs don't pay him much at•two!
spinner design allows longer after the cast. These innova- undercut banks, deep pools, Richard," Gary called.
Muhlenbeil County, Gary
I love to watch and listen to tention. But he makes a diftions allow fishermen greater shaded runs, fast water,
Soddenly Richard raised his owns a pack of six beagles. beagles run a rabbit. They are ferent sound when he jumps.
versatility in their spinner brushy tangles, below islands gun, lowered it,
When the season opens, look carried on short, excited legs, and the other dogs come right
then turned
fishing.
and rocks. Like all spinners, and started walking at a fast for him in the fields and
and their tails swing back and away."
• Mepps spokesman, T. cast LUSOX upstream or clip up the draw.
"He's com- thickets which dot the coal forth in long arcs. Different
Another time the beagles
Layton IShepI Sheperd. said, across current. Best results ing back through,"
country.
Richard
dogs bark different ways. lost a hot trail across a stretch
"I'm as excited over our new come when I.USOX is retriev- yelled. "He came
"I've
had a good season. Some hold their noses to the of freshly broken ground. Watout right in
spinner as a'five year old with ed so it hugs bottom.
front of me, too close to shoot. Rabbits have really come trail, while others stretch ching from blocking positions,
the lake Dec. 19 and Dec. 30
BURGIN, Ky. (API — The
his first-Bluegill.".I.USOX has
LUSOX spinners are Then he saw me, and he turn- back since the bad winters of
after bass were observed been on
their necks and bark up into Gary noticed a reaction from
white bass appear to be dying
the drawing board and available in three colors, gold, ed back your way."
'77 and '78," he said. But now the air like they're sneezing.
one of the dogs. "I think he's
floating dead on the water, run in
in the Cane Run area of Herrtest tanks until all its silver and black, with plain or
The bunny bore through the it's getting hard to find a place
while those living were slug- unqiue
But to Gary and other hound just found the scent." he said.
ington Lake, but officials of
fishing catching dressed trebles and plain brush with the
where there hasn't been a lot lovers, the style isn't impor- The cue couldn't have been
dogs close
gish and lethargic.
the state Department of Fish
features were built in. Shep single hooks. Strong forged behind. He left
the thicket, of hunting. A lot of men from tant. It's the sound that more timely. The dog bawled,
At first the problem was said. Quality
and Wildlife Resources don't
construction, a single and the sharpest crossed the hill, then
made the mines have been out of counts, that lovely single note the rabbit sprang from a
thought to be inadequate ox- by-word
know why.
of all Mepps, is ap- French treble hooks are that characteristic
work, and they've been out in music that means hot scent. clump of sedgebrush and
circle back
ygen, but tests indicated the parent
in
LUSOX.
Field
features of the LUSOX and all to home base - right by my the fields after rabbits and
"I wish we knew," said dissolved oxygen level was
That's what hound men have alroost ran up Richard's leg.
testers
have
caught
every
Mepps spinners.
Peter Pfeiffer, assistant direc- normal.
stump. The second shot at the birds."
in coalman, be they after rab- He 'had to shoot to defend
species they've gone after , Shep said,"The new LUSOX grey blur
But
this
tor of the fish and , wildlife
spot
was
an
sent
almosthim
tumbling.
leas, raccoons, foxes, deer or
Biologists Benjamin Kindepartment in Frankfort. -It man said the theory now is with LUSOX: Crappies. is fun to fish." For more inforIt's as American as apple secret cache. "Gary's been whatever. They all love the
All skid and done, we sacked
Walley.es. Muskies, Striped mation on LUSOX and all the pie.
saving
doesn't exhibit any pattern."
this
spot,"
Beagle
hounds,
Richard noises of the race!
frosty
that a disease or parasite is Bass, Trout, Bluegills,
up nine,rabbits in two-and-abig popular Mepps spinners, thickets and number six
Richey
had
State biologists inspected responsible.
told
me
earlier.
shot.
My luck didn't run out: half hots of walking. We'd
.Bass• Northern Pike and spoons and kits, write Shep Hot races, fleet targets and, "There are plenty rabbits
Richard's and Gary's just failed to Collect only one rabWhite Boss.
and ask for the new 1981 hopefully, rabbit stew. It's a here, and as far as we know,
bit that ' jumped, a bunny
caught up. Richard climbed
I.USOX spinners are etisy to Fishing Guide. If you mention tradition,
and the cottontail there's only been one other up on an ancient roadgrader to
which got up wild while the
use. After the cast, count this publication, he'll send it probably
provides more fun hunter in here since the season nail a rabbit fleeing the gulley. hounds were hot on another
LUSOX down. LUSOX free- free I normally it's 50e Write and food than any
other single' started.''
Gary rolled one coming out of trail.
falls quickly, about two feet Sheri at Sheldons', Inc., CS game animal or bird.
When we'd parked Gary's the woods. 1 added another
Somewhere. somehow. I'm
per second. Engage your reel 1400, Antigo, Wis. 54409. •
Scout in an adjacent sqybean which the dogs jumped from a sore there's a better way to
Gary Richey' enjoys the
when LUSOX reaches the
field, the gulley looked ideal. small popcorn patch.
tradition often. A resident of
spend a morning. But good
Migrating geese fly in a
-desired depth. A steady
A thicket on the hillsides had
Gary has hunted his pack friends. good hounds and plenretrieve works best, but ex- formation to save energy. In
been bulldozed a couple of enough to know just what their ty of rabbits makes a mighty
periment. Another effective the flying wedge, each bird is
Oil Spill Killed Over years earlier, and the brush sounds and actions mean. attractive combination. For
method is to "swim" the spin- in position to get a lift from the
had been heaped up in the "Spot's always nosing around
we-three, whatever is better
ner by pumping your rod to air current left behind by the
150,000 Sea Birds
draw. The briars and on a cold trail, and the other
will just have to wait.
„
churning
the
the
air
of
by
cover more water. The rod tip
honeysuckle had claimed their
should be held near the sur- wings of the leader of the forshare
of
ground,
and
a
rabbit
COPENHAGEN. Denmark
face during deep retrieves, mation. It is easier going for
(AP) — A North Sea oil spill city was created in the probut don't point your rod tip at all except the leader. During a has killed
cess.
between 150,000 and
migration, geese. are apt to
the lure.
-After the first rabbit fell and
200,003 sea birds in Norway
take turns in the lead position.
and Sweden, and envirtgunen- the dogs sniffed and jumped
talists in Denmark shot 2,000 into the air as I held it up.
Gary directed them back to
more suffering from a new
evaluate the modified operaTVA and the Corps of
the thicket. "They'll be all
spill, authorities said.
tion. Comment received
Engineers have decided to
Most of the birds died in right after another race," he
there and in letters from
hold Kentucky and Barkley
Norway's Oslo Fjord and the said. "It takes'em a little
interested parties generally
Lakes at summer pool level
Goteborg area of Sweden. The while to settle down and really
favored the delayed draw•
for two extra weeks again in
2,000 others were shot just start hunting. He'd heard no
down. so TVA and the Corps
1981.
southwest of Jutland, the complaints from me! I
have decided to continue it in
1980,
annual
Before
the
peninsula of mainland DenIn a few minutes the chorus
-the coming year. again on a
drawdown of the two lakes
mark. Neither spill has been started anew, and again the
trial basis
began on June IS. but in
traced so far.
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
bunny bolted 'out of the draw
Because Kentucky Lake. a
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
was
until
1980
delayed
July
it
Internal. the international and over the hill. We took up
TVA reservoir. and Barkley
DON McCLUR(
GRAYSON McCt URI
the
basis
a
trial
at
1
on
police organization, was positions around a thicket, the
Lake. a Corps project, are
FLA.. 94 fott out of Murray for 7 onles Lon r,ght on 280
request of several recreation
reported investigating all dogs disappeared into the
Joined by a free-flowing
follow 280 lor, 7 mL/cs post Bonner s Grocery 1n1Le
intere'its. A public meeting
Norktop nb Ponorortulfond follow bloc/ top lo your roglo
canal, the two agencies must
ships thought to have been undergrowth, and the cottonwas held December 2 at Lake
coordinate operations of the
near the area where the birds tail came back out - again
Telephone 502-436-5483
Barkley State Resort Park to
lakes.
began dying last week.
_right in front of me. Make that
I know it hasn't seemed likt:
fishing weather lately but doggone the crappie and sauger
are really biting.
Many local anglers have
been hauling in some super
strings of big crappie from the
Blood River and Ginger Creek
bays.
Jerry McConnell and Paul
Maggard had two good days
that I know of, bringing in 80
plus crappie and one 4 pound
catfish.
McConnell said they found
the fish to be deeper than he
could ever remember, but still
against the sides of the ledges
that had some structure to
hold them. The depth they
were talking about is 18 feet.
I saw two men from Tenn.
bring in a large ice cooler that
was nearly full of big crappie,
in Ginger Creek last Saturday.
They -reported- fiodoK the.1
fish at 25 feet.
Now that's deep for crappie
around here, so there's got to
be a reason. You guessed it,
cold water temperatures have
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pack I guess, since he happens
to be one of the best fishermen
around these parts.
There are scattered reports
about fishing below Barkley
and Kentucky dams but
nothing I can pass on that
would help. Randy Lowe told
me the water level was about
four feet too low for ideal conditions, but as you know. this
can change in a few hours.
I will try to have more info
for you next week so you won't
make a long cold run for

clothing.
One thing for sure, you don't
have to pump oxyfien into your
minnow buckets to keep them
alive these days. Lot of difference between now And last
August huh?

New Spinner For This Season

White Bass Appear
Dying In Cave Runn Area
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Lakes To Be Held At
Pool Two Extra Weeks

am Holiday Travel,Inc

SPORTING GOODS

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

s

_
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Storey's

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

;

ntS

FOOD
GIANT

900 Sycamore
753-5142

t
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Phone 753-8322

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
753-6448

(502)474-2245 or 474-7111, ext. 171

Rt. 1 Hardin

401===111t--49/1--rt1091d=rt

'Johnson

Darnell Marine Sales
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
Highway 94 East

Soocialiving in servicing tiros 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
la The Jackson Purchase
,410 N. 4th
753-679

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS MOTORS ACCESSORIES MARINE SUPPLIES

SIDING

On Ledbetter Creek at Kerdake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Hwy.641 North

GI HOOKS

ROOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Cain's, Alio,:leen

tt•ie...

OLITEICJAROS

Open 7 Days A Week
Hwy. 641 So.

W

Quality Workmanship and Materials
V
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling. Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We toyer not only siding - korLser4^-". &me miler L
overhangs."
PISCes 2059

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802
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NI Tigers Dominate Play In 90-53
Win Over Fulton County Friday

IN A CROWD - Howie Crittenden went up in a crowd to basket two points as the
Tigers won oser Fulton Counts at Murray High Friday.
Staff Phetn.11i Steve Beaker

By. S'TEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
For about 20 minutes Friday.
night, Murray High had the
best boys basketball team in
the region. The Tigers
dominated every statistic as
they effortlessly wheeled and
dealed their way to a 90-53 win
over Fulton County.
,When Tiger head coach
Cary
Miller
mercifully
cleared the bench midway
through the third period, Murray held an awesome 60-28
lead.
"All of our kids played
well," Miller said."We played
aggressively without fouling
and we got the leadership out
of our seniors that ,we have
been looking for.
"We wanted to start the new
year on a better note than we
ended the old one on."
Murray,setting a race horse
pace from the opening tip,
sprinted into a 10-0 lead before
the game was two minutes old.
Todd Bradshaw, who poured
in his game-high 15 points in
less than 15 rpinutes of.play,
hit the first four Tiger points.
The senior guard forced
several turnovers and ran the
break to perfection as he
darted to 10 first period points.
The Pilots scored the next
six points to make it 10-6, but
then Murray exploded. The
Tigers ripped off the next 10

MHS Girls' Shooting Comes Up Short

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
The Murray High girls
basketball team fell victim to
its 'poorest shooting night of
the season en route to dropping a 49-34 verdict to Fulton
County Friday night.
The Tigers hit an icy 25 perc'ent of their field goal attempts
while suffering

through their lowest offensive
output of the year.
- Fulton County, however,
was connecting on 53 percent
of its floor attempts, as its ball
control offense baffled the
Tigers.
It was not what they did to
us," Murray head coach Rick
Fisher Said, but what we did
to ourselves. We lost the ball

on turnovers. We were throwing the ball at the basket
rather than shooting it.
-We had no desire, no concentration. They were better
than us tonight. I thought we
could play with them, but they
simply outplayed us.The visitors displayed a patient, semi-stall offense that
seemed to stymie the Tigers.

At -tunes working up to a
minute-and-a-half off the
clock before attempting a
shot, the Pilots grabbed an 118 lead at the end of the first
quarter.

points to burst'intoa '20-6 ad- show people that we can play
better ball than we did at the
vantage.
The swarming Murray start of the year."
The second half become
- a
defense forced 33 turnovers in
the game as the Tigers simply matter of just 'show many
denied the Pilots the ball. points Murray would win by.
Fulton hit a respectable 48 Thirteen Tigers got into the
percent from the floor but was scoring column as the
not able to put the ball up substitutes played the final 14
enough to -keep pace with the minutes of the contest.
Besides Bradshaw's 15,
Tigers.
With Gary Sims and Robin Sims and Crittenden also got
Roberts scoring six points into double figures with 14
apiece in the second period, points apiece.
"Our three senior guards all
the Tigers continued to add to
played well tonight," Fisher
their substantial lead.
At this point, everything the said. "Our starting lineup is a
Tigers did turned to gold. Er- game-to-game thing but those
rant shots were put back in by three looked good in there."
Murray handily outreboundthe high-flying Stuart Alexander, steals were turned into ed the visitors 41-22. The most
scores by Sims, Bradshaw and telling statistic was the
Crittenden and Jimmy West -number of offensive rebounds
and Roberts jerked down re- the Tigers pulled down.
, Nineteen times the Tigers
bounds by the handful.
Bradshaw added five more were able to follow shots on
points and Howie Crittenden the offensive end of the floor.
popped in a pair of baskets to Fulton County could manage
end the .period an help Mur- just five offensive rebounds.,
"That tells the story right
ray take a 45-22 lead into the
there," Miller said. "Our oflocker room.
"We wanted to run with fensive rebounds and the
them," Miller said."when you number of turnovers that we
press, it increases the tempo. forcedtheminto.'.'
l'he victory lifted the Murof the game. They tried to run
with us also. so that speeded ray record to 6-4 for the
season. The Tigers travel to.
the game up even more.
"Our jtds are determined to Mayfield Friday night.

Murray
.'ilt 5 2-4 A,
Fulton County 1131 - Darrell Holder
Todd Bradt:haw 5 5-6 15. Houle Cid- 24 14; Gary Bishop I 3-3 4; Berner
tenden 6 2-2 14, Robin Roberts 4 1-3 9; Maniere 76$ 14; Frank Bishop 5 4-4 14
Jinimy Wed 2 04 4. St.rt Alexander 4 Rick Childers 1 612; Davis Mangold 1
0-0 8. R.I.' Pare 1 61 2. Al Wells i0-1 02; Marvin Tucker 6 1-2 1; Clod Argo
2 flood Mc('ruston 2 1-5 a. Darren 0-10. Greg Youree 0 0-1 0; Clip Sumo
Hoopes 1 0-0 2, Walter Payne 20-0 4. 00-20, Anthony Harris 1 643.2261913
John Billington 2 1-25. Good MeMjihan Murray
.....
.122311 24-9
30-16. Mark liuggess 0600 39i2-3W
Fulton
10 12 13 18-

jl

RI(
that

APSU Nam es Coach
CLARKSVILI.E,
Tenn.
i AP) - Oak Ridge High
School football coach Emory
Hale, who guided the WildCats
to three state titles in the past
five years, was selected for
the job at Austin Peay.
Hale, 40, succeeds Watson
Brown who announced two
weeks ago he was taking the
job as offensive coddlnator at
Vanderbilt, his alma mater.
Brown led the Governors of

during his 12 years at Oak
Ridge.
"We have chosen a solid
man for the job, both on the
field and off,- Austin Peay
Athletic Director Johnny
Miller said Friday. "...I am
confident he can continue and
even improve on the recent
success we have enjoyed in
football.

"You have got to play that
type of stall offense with a lot
"His record at Oak Ridge
of intensity and hustle,"
speaks for itself. He's a great
MURRAY HIGH'S Robin Roberts is all alone as he goes
Fisher said, "We didn't play the Ohio Valley Conference
to organizer and tireless worker
up for this short jumper in Friday's Tiger win over Fulton
them hard on defense."
two consecutive 7-1 seasons.
and we are proud to have him
County.
Donna Rousse was the only
Hale posted a 114-21 record at Austin Peay."
bright spot for Murray in the
first quarter. With the Tigers
Service Center Hours
.able to connect on just four of
Sunday 12-6
17 shots from the floor in the
Mon., Tues., Sat,9-6
opening period, Rousse kept
them in the game with six
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-9
The Saving Place.
.,
points.
The visitors dashed into a
15-10 lead early in the second
quarter on the st.ngth of
Alice Hendrix's six points. Thesenior forward led-all scorers
with 18 points.
A basket by Tonya Alexander and a steal and a layup
by Velvet Jones brought the
Our Req. 22.77 - A78x13
Tigers back to within one, at
Plus
15-14. It was as close as MurF.E.T
ray would get.
1.62
The pilots reeled off the
Each
next eight points of the
'KM economiser' Our Lowest Priced
quarter to tielp themselves to
a 25-20 halftime lead.
4-pty Polyester Blackwall
Murray stayed close in the
•Olualtly And Economy; Popular Sizes
third period, hitting four of
MOUNTING INCLUDED eight from the field, and trailNO VADE-IN REQUIRED
ed 35-28 heading into the final
period.
The two for 19 shooting in
SIZES
F.E.T.
SALE
REG.
the final period epitomized the
B78x13 26.77 21.811 1.77
frustration that the Tigers felt
E78x14 29.7 7 24.88 2.12
all night. Although they trailed by just nine, at 41-32 with
F711x14 31.77 26.88 2.23
4:33 left, the Tigers could
678:14 33.77 28.88 2.38
manage just one more basket
as Fulton stretched the final
G711x15 36.77 30.88 2.46
margin out to 15 points.
Four points from Jodi Maren
tin and two from Kim Tharpe
ers_ps
SERVICES INCLUDE:
On Sale Thru Jan. 31
were the only Murray tallies
I Install front disc brake pods and
ot
in the dismal final quarter.
broke linings on rear wheels
valloble
You can learn from games
Resurfoce drums and true rotors
Sundays
3 Inspect front calipers
like this," Fisher said. -We
possible
cylinders
wheel
It
Rebuild
4
Disc Drum Brakes
filmed this game and we are
replace 11 necessary at additional
For many U.S. cars.
going to sit down Ad'evaluate
ports cost per wheel cylinder
Additional parts &
5 Repack Inner and outer bearings
ourselves. We are going to
6 Rim:dace front grease seals
services needed. at
keep working at becoming
7 Inspect master cylinder
-extra cost.
I. Refill hydraulics stem
more consistent.
-Until we gain consistency,
INSTALLED
Sale Price Thru Wed
we will be up-and-down like a
yo-yo all year long."
fifil
Alexander was the only
Ea
,
Jr.1
1 Shod Iextolled
Tiger to make double figures
with Ift points. The senior
t
j--".Heavy-duty shocks
-15.01•4154•05 •••
center added six rebounds as
366aw
for many US cars.
-4
IrS 411•5 Mem%
the physical Pilots took the reTriple welded
•45vsterken.
Werr•orty
bound contest 39-30.
mounts.
A thlionai pans ca serv ces on err'
Rousse added eight points
.
On
Sale Mon.Thru Sat
and five rebounds as the MurOur R
56 88
ray record dipped to 4-3.
Exchange
The
Tigers
entertain
Paducah Tilghman Tuesday
Maintenance-Free 48-mo. Battery
Alignment Balance
night.
kaior
Caloium lead, never needs water .
Algn front end and
Murray 134i - Candy Jackson 1 60 2,
Many U.S. cars and light trucks.
Velvet Jones I 04 2. Lynette Thompson
computer balance
5-0 0, Tanya Alexander 6 0-0 12. Gkrnda
2 wheels oft the car
For Many Cars
Fox 0 0-2 0; Donna Rousse 40.01. Kim

,vris

AUTO CENTER

17.88

1

.
IL. v
DONNA ROUSSE shoots over the outstretched arms of a Fulton County defender.

DO YOU NEED STYROFOAM?
For
Boat Dock • Ice House • Duck Blind •
Back Stop For Bow and Arrow Practice •
Insulation Anywhere •
Size 12"x24"x96"
We have a good price while stock lasts

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC.
Panorama Shores On Kentucky Lake

58.8Vn

losinMurr
Greei
comn
Kenti
Byl
3-8 rei
lasts
grindi
The
such I
setbai
servic
Bruce
North
overti
Arkar
Joni
an anl
stunni
Au.stir

Ms

A
STA
A big
56th SI
game
quarte
gains
Loin
record
State,
touted
along
is also
ing phi
the NC
Som
tional
were e
dance
tempts
a gai ns
a tri
linebac
Lom
tend si
and
ferenci
Love I
safety I
Lomi
selecti(
tionalli

.96

39.813With

Thorpe 2 61 4. Jodi Martin 1 2-2 4,
Natalie Garfield I 1602 16 2434
Ft..Cly 4111 - Sheila Alexander 4
5-11 13, lands Ilarvey 1 0-2 6, Gina Con 2
0-3 4, Mire Hendrix 9 0-0 11, Tondo
Hughes 4161 8 ns-Fto
8 20 6 6 34
Murray
II 14 (0 14 -49
Felten County

A-1-111
1Mr1111

9.88

ic=a ff....111r 700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

THE SAVING PLACE

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

-

111.,/no mon

40416 letehl

a ,

5.

-
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Calloway Falls 62-53

Hickman County Hands Defeat To Lakers

;

OOP
3

.-outeellepos;
CALLOWAY'S CRAIG DARNELL flies over the end line after
as he keeps the ball in
bounds.

to play., the desire wasn't 111171111% points of the game
was
By KEN WALKER
there, and that's partially my when we forced some shots in
Sports Writer
fault.
the fourth quarter and missed
The Calloway
County
"When somebody gets after two straight layups, then let
Lakers took a beating on the
it and bears down, we just let Dixon drive through
our
boards last night, being outrebounded by Hickman County, them have it. We're going to defense."
have
to
determine which of
Another important factor in
3348, as they dropped a 62-53
verdict to the Falcons at Jef- our players want to play and the Calloway County loss was
which
ones don't.
Lovett's foul trouble He pickfrey gym.
"We felt this game was a ed up his fourth foul with 2.59
•'Rebounding was a key to
the game," a frustrated Laker must-win for us, and we didn't left in the third quarter and
head coach Chic Nute said get the Job done. We're going finally fouled out with five
after his team had dropped its to have to get ourselves seconds remaining in the contogether."
test.
seventh game in eight outings
One Falcon who got the yob
Despite the foul problems,
''There is no sense in us getting outrebounded by that done was senior guard Dm Lovett finished with 15 points.
Dixon, who led all scorers with Junior Dan Key led the way
much."
Each team's starting front 26 points. Dixon was the with 16, getting two of those
line had an average height of, Falcon's catalyst, directing points at the foul line after
SIX feet, but Hickman' their fast break and driving Hickman coach Dale Ray was
County's big men had more through the lane for several slapped with a technical foul
with two minutes left in the
bounce, continually coming up easy layups.
"We let Dixon run the game.
with rebounds in clutch situashow,"
Nute commented."He
Calloway trailed through
tions. The Lakers, meanwhile,
wasn't afraid to challenge our most of the game, but
seemed to be glued to the
was
floor, big guys. He wore us
out. We able to stay within eight
for most of the night.
Rebounding wasn't the only made him look like an All- points. The Lakers took a 36-34
lead with 5:09 left in the third
weak point in Calloway's American."
A Dixon drive that resulted quarter on an 18-foot jumper
game. The takers shot just 33
percent from the field, faihng ins three-point play with 4:48 by Key.
to get the ball inside to left in the game gave the
A-minute-and-a-half later,
sophomore forwards Keith Falcons a big lift. The play
Lovett hit a free throw to give
gave
Hickman
County
a 50-43 Calloway its biggest lead of
Lovett and Jeff Garrison.
the game at 37-34.
"This was just a very poor lead, and the Lakers were
forced
to
foul
from
that point
From that point, the Lakers
effort on our part," Note said.
on
in
their
desperate com"We were not mentally ready
were outscored 28-16, taking
eback attempt.
bad shots and continually foulAnd when the Leiters fouled, ing the Falcons down the stretHickman County was ready to
ch.
capitalize. In the fourth
Calloway played without
quarter, the Falcons conjunior forward Brad Miller,
nected on 10 of their 13 free
who missed the game with the
throWatteMpLs.
flu. Miller Was replaced in the
"We forced too many shots,
starting lineup by junior
" Nute declared. "One of the
Ricky Houston. Houston hit
their 26 attempts to overcome
a.41-27 EKU lead at the half.
"I cannot explain that the
descrpeacny
Bhyre said,
"it is a little irregular. "We
Ahave got to be mentally
tougher and put two halves LEXINGTO
N, Ky. At' - starting nobody' smaller than
together. I do not know Coach
Joe B. Hall expects a 6-foot-3, while the Vols start
whether we are going to play difficult
test when his Ken- nobody taller than 6-7.
or not.
tucky Wildcats entertain TenKentucky, ranked fourth naAfter what he had been nessee in
a Southeastern Con- tionally -while Tennessee is
through before, Greene must ference
basketball game this 13th, is tied with Louisiana
have had the same concern afternoon.
State for the SEC lead with a 2before Thursday night and
The Vols have won 10 of 11 0 record, one half game ahead
that has Bhyre worried.
outings, including nine in a of Tennessee, Vanderbilt and
"I felt before the week row, and
three starters - Georgia.
started, we were on an Howard Wood,
Two Wildcats, Dirk MinDale Ellis and
upswing," Greene said. Gary Carter
- are averaging niefield and Sam Bowie, are
"After the Morehead win, the at least
hoping to do a lob job on the
14 points per game.
emotion still is flowing."
The club is shooting 51.5 per- Vols.
"Murray must have been a cent this
"It's a great play when it
season but hit 61 perdifferent team last night. I cent Wednesday
in defeating works," said Bowie. "Coach
know their confidence is going Ole Miss.
Kentucky, by com- doesn't have any objections to
te play a big part is tomorrow parison,
is shooting only 47.6 it as long as we put the ball In.
night's game," Bhyre said percent
the basket. He hasn't combut has a 9-1 record.
Friday.
The Wildcats are bigger. plained yet."

two baskets as he shared playwith sophomore Jeff
Butterworth
s.
The Lakers travel to Sedalia.
Tuesday. night.
allowan 4234 - Dar, K ey 7 2-1 16.
Kean (,,,44I 71-2 15 Jell Garn,on 2 44
3 4 rag Darnall 2-2 6, Katy Hullos 2
0-04, Marty WC/maw 04 II, Jeff Butterworth 2(144. Bryan Tebbetts 11 0-0 0
ztslow .
Allibiass Camay Mat - Doan IS 417
26; Walker 4 2-3 IS, Cooley 3046, Ow I
1-2 9; Beard 2 2-5 6. Duffy 1 14 5. Printer
004a Scott 0400 2414-2163
Calkowal
12 20 J 16 .43
HIL1111.11
14 Si s a
The Calloway' County Junior
varsity team used a big second period to take a 36-14
decision from the Hickman
County juniors. The Lakers
outscored Hickman,13-2 in the
decisive second quarter. The

ing time

win upped the Calloway
record to 4-3.
The Lakers blew the game
completely open in the fourth
quarter, outscoring the junior
Falcons 16-3. Jeff Butterworth
contributed a threq-point play.
in the quarter lie totaled 11
points in the contest
Sophomore center Bryan Tebbetts led Calloway with 12.
allaway 416, - Jeff Butterworth 1:
Damen Thorpe 3, 4B'> on lebbetis 12
Karr) Albratan O. to., Hareron 0
Monty Kay 0, Rob Anderson 1, Pa,
Vaught 0 Marty Hays0, Rarity Smith 2
Todd Albrittem 0. Chins Sheridan 0
Mark lawman 0. lithly Gaihnsi
Harkma• Camay 4141 - SnAt
Prince 0, HeRS(.10 2. Vinson 2, Batt,
Stewart I, Barrie 1, Whitlock 0. Dean 0
o Neal 0
Calloway
7 11 4 In a
Hickman
e 21
11

Bhyre Expecting 'Different'
- Murray Squad At EKU-Tonight
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Ky. - Now
that he has known the pangs of
losing without understanding,
Murray State coach Ron
Greene ought to be able to
commiserate with'. Eastern
Kentucky's Ed Bhyre.
Byhre's team tumbled to a
3-8 record after losing six of its
last seven games in a meatgrinder of a road stretch.
The losses have come in
such helpless form as an 82-74
setback at Maine without the
services of senior point guard
Bruce Jones, a 57-55 defeat at
North Carolina-Wilmington in
overtime, and an 80-74 lass at
Arkansas.
Jones was still hampered by
an ankle sprain in the Colonels
stunning 72-64 loss at home to
Austin Peay, Thursday night

es
:on

while senior guard Tommy talented team.
I don't see
Baker, who was the team's Baker and Jones
being too
leading scorer at 16.3 poiints hampered by injuries.
That's
per game, has stretched all for the newspapers.
'3i
ligaments in his hand.
Despite his loss of playing
"Through the Arkansas time only 22 minutes
against
game we had been playing Austin Peay Jones
leads the
well," Byhre said, "We have Ohio Valley Conference
in
not been able to put it together assists woith 60 in
nine games.
since."
While Bhyre remains uncerThere are certain people on. tain when Jones
and Baker
every team that have to be will be tottally
effective again,
established as the keys if it is he is also in a quandry
about
to play as a whole. Baker is his team's shortage
of free
more effective for us as the throw opportuniti
ies.
number two guard. He loses
For the season the Colonels
some of that when he has to have hit 69.4 percent
of their
play the point.
attempts, several percentage
"There are two ways they points higher than
their aplEastern) can come out Satur- points 66.8 but have
had only
day," Greene said. "I have a 170 trips to the
line as comfeeling they will play as well pared to 304.
as they can. They're trapped
Against Austin Peay, the
and they have to play well.
Colonels went to the line only
"There is no question that three times (hitting
twice
they have an explosive, very 'while the Governors hit 18
of

MSU's Terry Love To Play Today

Hall Thinks Tennessee
Will Be Difficult Test

Portland QB Lomax To Go Up
Against 'Big Boys' In East-West
STANFORD, Calif. API - first in total offense with 4,157
A big question going into the yards this season. During his
56th Shrine East-West football career, he passed for 13,220
game was: Can Portlanc$State yards and 106 touchdowns and
quarterback Neil Lomax play piled up 400 or more yards in
against the big boys?
12 games. All are NCAA
Lomax, who set 40 NCAA records.
records with little Portland. Asked about prospects of an
State, is one 9f the most highly NFL career, Lomax said, "If
touted quarterbacks to come the door to pro ball is open, I'll
along in recent years. But he take it. I just hope I am
is also a question mark, hav- prepared for pro football. I
ing played his college ball in hope football will still be fun."
the NCAA's Division 1-AA.
I,omax and Tom Flick of
Some 70,000 fans and Na- Washington, another excellent
tional Football League scouts passer, were to share quarterwere expected to be in atten- backing duties, the result bedance today as Lomax at- ing an air-heavy attack by the
tempted to prove himself West. The East was expired
against an East defense led by to run, run, run with the likes
a trio of AllAtnerican of Amos Lawrence of North
linebackers.
Carolina, Major Oglivie of
Lomax will also'have to con- Alabama and Booker Moore of
tend with Murray State star Penn State.
and all-Ohio Valley 'ConLawrence was one of the top
ference safety Terry Love. running backs in the nation
Love will be playing strong this season, gaining 1,118
safety for the East squad.
yards and scoring II
Lomax,a Little All-America touchdowns.
selection, finished second naOn defense, the East had an
tionally in pass efficiency and edge on paper with the

presence of All-American
linebackers David Little of
Florida, E.J. Junior of
Alabama 'and Lawrence
Taylor of North Carolina.
Virtually all the East-West
players, like those in other
major postseason college allstar games, are considered
NFL prospects. Chuck Noll of
the Pittsburgh Steelers, Red
Miller of the Denver Broncos

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
1 iebeware SI. &Cambria St 71
eortharn 62 Temple 59
Manhattan/10e 72. Thomas Coll 50
New York Tech 72 5UNY43k1 Westbiny
5,
Penn 63, Yale 59
PrIneetin 44, Brown 41
SOLTH
Centenary 100, Go Southern 81
Roward 64, N Carolina A&T 62
Jarlonn SI 61, Prairie View 53
Wang.St. 67. Tulane 55
N Alabama 69. Delta St 64

+Need Cash For Christmas Bills?
We pay cash for:

WHITE OR
YELLOW

Gold

10141,1411(1.18NT or 22KT
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS, PINS
WRIST WATCHES,
WEDDING BANDS,
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS
GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD" CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET PRICE

U.S. SILVER COINS
THRU
1964

Silver

OR ANYTHING MARKED
"STERLING".925 or 999
WE ALSO BUY MOST
BUYING
COSTUME JEWELRY DIAMONDS
10
POINTS
GOOD
Ft OVER
CONDITION)
HALVES 65 THRU 89
CANADIAN
DIMES,
QUARTERS
Et HALVES
THRU 1968

MURRAY PLAZA COURT 9-5 Daily
Except Sundays
Room 10
••• -41 ••
•••••
Hwy.641
753-2682

•

•

••••••••••1•111,
,

and Monte Clark of the Detroit
Lions were among the NFI,
head coaches watching practice this week.
The Shrine series has raised
more than $8 million for crippled children's hospitals over
the years.
Terry Donahue of UCLA is
head coach for the West,
Wayne Hardin of Temple
coaches the East.

N Kentucky 71, Oaldard(It) 55
Xavier la 113 Indiana. Po 85
MIDWEST
Akan St 74. St1 ens A)
Mot-rungs& 52, North Dalinta 51
Netradia-Omaha 77. &Dakota St 70
N Dakota S. 74.South lealaaa fB
SOLTHWEIT
Midwestern,Tex:,75, S16 Cldahorna 72
FAR WEST
E Washington 63. W Wsa4w,.53
Loyola, Calif it UCeSar' ita Barbra 72
Montana 81, Sr.'-Reno 77
Martino St 84, N Ansirm 77
Sr..51amma:104ml°St 75
N Gamado It Atmteitans 65
NW Namarene 86, &Organ 82
Oman St M.Sanford 62
San Eranctsco St B.Haywant St 54
S ConradoB,Western B.67
IN Montana 66. Ftodcy Mountain 85
Wyoming 44. Tema-EI Pam 42
Johns HoPlans011.8Mary'a Md 51
Valpersno 9Z Fla Southern 74
Tesas-Arlingtun 47, Northesstem El
Ikons & Mrs97. Metholkd 13
N Ash & I
7q St Andrew e 72

sweaerfollemmew
FA*,

-4CRAIG DARNELL of the takers eyes
the basket as he
gets ready to shoot in last night's CCHS
loss to Hickman
Co.

TBE•
BOT WATER GAM
Vicious Energy Wasters

E.Z. SATURDAYEvery time he plans
to wrap the electric
water heater with
R-11 'insulation or
set its thermostat
back to 150 degrees,
he decides to take
a nap instead.

BATHTUB BETTYTakes deep steamy
tub baths instead of
short cool showers.

NBA Results
Friday 4 Gases
Balton 117. ()mago III. UT
Cleveland 102 Atinta 107, 0T
Phoenix 112, New Jersey 95
Philadelphia M. Houton 94
San Antorso 101, Portland 86
Denver 131 San [Sego 116
1,11 Angdes 92, Seattle 87
llseadays Gomm
New York Cleveland
NI breaker al Inchans
Boston New Jersey
Waltman. Ikthis
Pluldelphm Chicago
Portland at Rasta.

"157ie

HALFLOAD HAITINever wash-es full
loads in the dish
washer or clothes
washer.

YOUNG SHAVER- MUTT DOGGERELWhile trying to shave, A victim of circumhe lets hot water
stances.
pour down the drain.

CAUTION: This gang is a threat to their electric bills, about 25 percent of which are
for water heating costs.

Kansas (10 419.4.

Dmnst A Golder Ade
Deno.
,et Seattle
*May's Can
Fan i94w a Karma GO
Phoenix al MI...,*..
Weldwaftm,g San Aram.
13etr14 et G. Anse*,
:older Stele SestUr
Illapday's limes
No mares erhatided

---.7.7-••snalmairawmposiowiaitlaelloor"'"'

EIE West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation.
Murray Mayfield

a
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Your Individual
. _ _Horoscope
Frances Drake

First Baptist Church To Hear Rev. Bill Whittaker

17"
Lr-+

144
,-. 6\10

1.44imiimar rittrftery workers
---The Caned cam Orres"-wair
scripture from Matthew 16:13- will tie Mr and Mrs. Ronnie
19 at the 1043 a.m. service, Walker, Riuidy C'uniungham,
and Al The Gate of Heaven' Mrs. Ken Dix, Ray Clark, Dr.
and Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
with scripture from Genesis
28 It}-2! at the 7 p.m. service Julie Billington, Deena
Dailey, Mrs. Karl Hussung.
,u)Sunda), Jan. II.
and Mrs.l,ucilltr Thuritiati
Dr. H I, Oakley. deacon
.11e Grace Baptist Church,
the week. and Randy Sorrow,
617 South Ninth Street, Mura waster of youth, will assist In
'Me First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
th- Kill Whittaker, speak on

Burpoe To Speak
At Sunday Services

FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 11, 1181

,

What kind of da) will tomorrow be" To find out what the
.L stars say, read the forecast
! given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
4
1
Mar. 21 to Apr 19i 191
Don't let problems build up
inside Get them off your
chest. A time when career
plans begin to jell. New ideas
are worthwhile.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Some minor problems with
friends
can be settled
arrucably.. News from a
distance beneficial. Listen to
the ideas of a close ally.
GEMINI
May 21 toJune 201
You'll come up with an
answer to a career dilemma.
Watch social moves. Don't lay

n0401"

,r1.
it on too thick. Try to be tSept. 23 to Oct. 221
Keep emotions out of talks
yourself.
on domestic affairs. A rational
CANCER
approach will allow you to
(June 21 to July 221
Reason rather than senti- come up with commonssense
ray, will hear the pastor, the
ment aids you in dealing with decisions.
Rev, R. J. Burpoe, speak at
SCORPIO
others. Don't become moody
the 10:45 a.m. and 530
Instead, be willing to discuss (Oct. to Nov. 21 )
After an inauspicious start, services on Sunday, Jan_ 11.
the issues.
Leland Peeler, Music directhe day. perks up. Leisure time
LEO
should be fulfilling. Don't tor, will lead the song service
(July 23to Aug. 22)
and direct the choir as they
You needn't charm others to overdo healthanse.
sing a special, •'What Sins Are
make them work with you. An SAGITTARIUS
You Talking About," . with
NOV 2;to Dec. 211
idea of yours has merit, and
Know when to throw out - Dwane Jones as organist and
you're an effective spokesman
tired items, and be willing to Terry Downey as pianist.
for a cause.
replace them. A shopping trip
VIRGO
At the evening service
)
should lead to just what you special inusie will be by the
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 nr
Despite some minor upsets, require.
Youth Group.
you'll have a good time with •CAPRICORN
Sunday School with Dan
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
close ones. Be sure to have
Billington as superintendent
Clear thinking allows you to will be at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
that heart-to-heart talk. Then
see your way through potenenjoy yourself.
Nursery workers will, be
tial difficulties. New friendLIBRA
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
ships stimulate you. Show conFrances Wyatt, and Roberta
sideration to a family
Hall. For bus information per-.
member.
sons may call Don Hale at 753AQUARIUS
3063.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Be a wise shopper. Refrain
from impulse buying or you
may have to return
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
something. Evening may bring insights in a career mat- - The ,Rev, Jimmy Stubbs will
TA A
T E E•
flY
ter.
speak on "Christians Are
CU 00000 00
PISCES
Made, Not Born" with scrip0120000 0000
X
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
ture from Matthew 3:13-17 at
0000 LEI00
Downplay ego. Listen to the the 10:50 a.m. worship service
$1000 0000000
advice of a friend. Social life on Sunday; Jan. 11, at the
<HAM 00013
$00 00000 130$ will place an accent on mental First United Methodist Chur00 1000C1 CIE10121" rapport. Watch spendthrift ch.
ODUOMOU DUO
tendencies.
direct the

171,4c•

124--ig?

efige)

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
--ACROSS
3 Avenue
I
4 Mast .
noun
7 4G
5 Spread for
-; 9 Cinder ,
drying
cl 1? Danish tan'
-.6 Paid notice
division
Y-Rent
-13 foot lever
- 8 GI
en
14 -6 Sole -" 9 SaunIèek
10
' 75 Scatter
Yellow ocher
•
7.Wager
11 Garden tool
... 19 Lug
• 16 Dine
20 Substance
-18 Men
21 Barracuda
20 Experts
'• 23 State. Abbr
21 Vapid
27 Small child
. 28 Grate
30 Jacoo's
brother
•
'31 Man's name
32 Hualing dogs
Tin symbol
.5 For fear that
7 State flower
of Utah
Toll
•
29 Chemical
compound
41 Rupees
labbr
42 Army meal
4.3 Rattans
45 White House
nickname
46 Antenna •
18 Liquid rneas-

Jre
I Guido's high
note
_ 52 One defeated
54 Poem
55 Obscure
• 56 NAalice
57 Small lump

DOWN
cossesses
2 Der:non

Church To Hear
Rev. Stubbs

Paul Shahan will
1, Chancel Choir as they sing the

0000 13000
00E0 U013000
.1021 UU0120 UIZ A
0 s
'1

inefieth. "0- Satidtir OF the
spired and Anore idealistic
Farrell as
than the typical member of World," with Bea
your sign. You're inventive organist.
46 Nourished
38 Chap
Church School will be at 9:45
and can make an original con47 Man's name
40 Spools
tribution in the field of your a.m., Covenant Prayer Group
42 Badly COMO 48 Obtain
choice. Ofn you're drawn to and UM Youth Fellowship at
49 Harem room
form
5:30 p.m., and evening wor50 Man's name
a creative 'medium through
44 Let fall
53 Yes Sp
45 Solicitude
which to express your ideals. ship all p.m.,all on Sunday.
Writing, teaching, music, art
and acting are some of the
12
13
.
14
fields ikwhich you'll find happiness. You'd also make a
17
15
16
al
good spokesman for a cause
19
20
and may,be drawn to philan- \Holy Conununion will be
23 %
21 22
PP thropy, government and eele,brated at the 9:45 a.m.
public service. Birthdate of: servi s on Sunday. Jan.
27
20
29
30
William James, philsopher; St. Johi1 Episcopal Church.
'31
32
33
34
Hamilton, Main and Beoach Streets. The
Alexander
36
%
American patriot; and Rod Rev. Custis .tcher will be
as
Taylor, actor.
the speaker and èeebrattt.
40
41
42

23 Strokes
25 Crates
26 Melodies
28 Scale note'
29 wooden bins
32 Metal
33 Artifice' Ianguage
36 Brook

St. John's To
Hold Communion

i

Hat

44

43

45

40 47

PP

48

SI

52

SS

56

S3

S4
S7

from

scissors, let them stand in ammonia for a few minutes and
then wipe them off with a
paper towel.

AH.JUST
I
WHAT I

NANCY, MY
LADIES'
CLUB IS
MEETING
HERE TODAY

• TO rem8ve

rust

WHAT ARE
YOU
DOING?

Claudia Moore Will be the
lay reader. Acolytes will be
Samir Mahfoud, Brian -Doyle,
and 1
.trin Harcourt.
Sunday School and Adult
Class will be at 11 a.m. Sunday.

SMALL,BUT DELIGHTFUL...

A LITTLE SOMETHING
-TO CLEAR THE PALATE!

IM
EATING
BREAD
AND
JAM

WHY
??

BECAUSE YOUR
GUESTS ALWAYS
INSIST ON
KISSING ME WHEN
THEY ARRIVE

the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
MUSIC. will (hrect the Church
Choir as they sing "Come,
Christians, JI II I I t4/ Sing" at the
morning hour, and "Come,
Thou Fount" at the evening
!four. Joan Bowker is organist
and Allem Knight is pianist.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the morning hour.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., and Chtirch Training
will be at 6 p.m. it Sunday.

Art Guild Program
To Feature Painting

The program for Second
Tuesday at the Murray Art
Guild will feature an acrylic
painting demonstration of the
technique of painting two pictures sunultaneously.
Artists using this method
employ their left and right
hands independently at the
same time.
The program will begin at 7

YOU AND.
54RGE YELLING
BOUT, BEETLE;

I-4E TOLD
ME TO DIG
A TEN-FOOT
TRENCH IN

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY

OAHU
12,1961

ONE HOUR

YE5. WALKER. if
BUT IT DOESN'T
MATTER WHO
HE 15.

WHEN HE DRINKS THAT
MILK , NtiTHING WILL
MATTER TO HIM
ANYMORE

TO YOUR HEALTH,
MISTER WALKER,

AND MAY YOU
FIND WHAT
)40t..P RE
LOOKING
FOR.

CONT'a

I-10-A

EAST
•Q 10 8 7 5
V64
* A 10 6 4
#82

Declarer had to distin- V 3
•Q
between his wants and *Q J109954
his necessities to make
SOUTH
today's tricky game. He
•6
failed the test and the oppo•AK 109/32
nents got the plus score.
•73
West's diamond queen
4A J 63
trapped dummy's king and
Vulnerable: Roth. 'Dealer
declarer was forced to ruff South. The bidding.
the third round. Trumps
were drawn in two rounds South West North East
and his low spade was led
1•
Pass
3,
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
towards dummy.
West ducked smoothly
Opening lead
Diamond
and bravely and declarer queen
finessed the jack. This lost
to East's queen and all now
declarer had only one or two
rested with the clubs. This
spades, West would have
finesse failed also and
always scored his club trick.
declarer was one down.
And if declarer had only a
"You should have gone up
singleton, it was imperative
with my king of spades,"
to take the ace otipades.
said dummy after a quick
glance at West's hand.
Bid with Coro
Dummy was right, of
course, but not for the right South holds- 1-10-B
reason. The play of
•Qt0 67 5
dummy's spade king is cor•6 4
rect because declarer will
41 A 1084
be right back where he
482
started, even if the spade
North South
jack drives out the ace. He
1•
1•
will enjoy one club discard, 24
but the club finesse will still
ANSWER: Two hearts A
be needed to make his
preference, Do not rebid two
contract.
spades or introduce diamovidss
How about West's duck of
The suit is too weak for two
the ace of spades? If he hops
spades and the hand is ton
up with his ace, declarer
weak for two diamonds
will lose his contract. Was
- -West's ill-advised duck as
Send [midge questions to The Aces,
P
Bos 12363. Dallas. Tezas 75225,
bad as declarer's practice
with sell addressed stamped envelope
finesse,
for reply '
I Would say yes West
should have known that, if

4445.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News.
Display

Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

Nigh quality
best prices
peisonol service. Open 9,5,
Mon
and 9.Noon Sat.
•

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

preparing income tax returns

These hours include the
business office, classified
deportment,
odvertising
retail advertising deportcirculation

department.
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
though
even
newsroom ond production
business

emproyees may be on duty.
request
that
We
,observe

calls
placing
newspoper.

•

21 miles South on 641 7591425.

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 8 o.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.

office

753 8298

HODGES TAX SERVICE is now

from

business

Classified

Classified.
Circulation and the

Street, is open for business

customers

and

advertising

753-1919.
Display, ,

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th

and

Society

Sports 753-1918. Retail

37. Livestock-Supplies
It. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sale
45. farms For Sale
46, Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54, For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

ment

needy. 759-4600

BIBLE CALL
Can yow really "prove
anything by the -Bi759-4444.
b1e 7
Children's Story 759-

J24-C?

•KJ3
QJ 75
*K 82
4.K 7 5

Lost

Rut
arou
ban(
ur to

Bible Facts Free Store tor the

n41-

THE

5:1

homes for rent.
Students welcoSpecial
me!
rates!! We also
special
have
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

800-841-8000

guish

HOW CAN MOU 43E SLEEPING
IF YOU'RE UP ANO GETTING
ME A GLASS OF WATER?

MOLOKAI

TAzt

G' CORN, JR
.
ACES®

Open 1000 a.m. til
6:00 p.m
Monday
through Saturday
'Fish
'Birds
'Pets
Specials This Week
Ferret Reg 569 00
Special $49.00
Skirt Tetra Reg $1.39
Special 89'
Surpae Tetra
Reg.
S I 39
Special 89'

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile

:What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Domestic activities are
stars say, read the forecast
favorably highlighted. Work
given for your birth Sign.
related problems may tire
MAUI
you. Get extra rest if needed.
ARIES
Finish up odd tasks.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 1
areOr
Despite some work-related SAGITTARIUS
problems, you'll be happy (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) "4
A happy time in friendships
about a partnership development. Social life brings joy and romance. Accept invitabons. A party may lead to an
and good times.
intractuctiorr-tucir--11AWAII
TAURUS .
. - --Important
others.
comes
through
to
May
20)
(Apr. 20
Don't let minor difficulties CAPRICORN
4
.Call the .NaNi5r Career
bog you down. By keeping (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 3
Buy something for a family
Information Center
sight of main objectives, you'll
accomplish much on the work member. Progress on the job
leads to increased status and
front.
revenues. A friend may be
GEMINI
. WANT AD
somewhat erratic now.
(May 21 to June 201
CLASSIFICATIONS
.asse
It's an up and down time for AQUARIUS
listed here is a ready reference
friendships, but you'll be hap- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
that will quickly help you locate
extravagance.
Watch
py about a romantic developthe classification you are looking
for
ment. Success with distant in- Travel and educational matfavorably
ters
are
1. legal Notice
terests.
highlighted. Make plans now
2. Notice
CANCER
3. Gard of thanks
vacation.
for
a
(June 21 to July 221 GO
4. In Memo()
Don't give way to lethargy. PISCES
5. Lost and Found
X
Initiative helps you solve pro- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20
6. Help Wanted
rather
to
save
is
a
time
This
9. Situation Wanted
blems. Tax, inheritance and
10. But Opportunity
property matters are luckily than spend. Keep plans to
develop
ideas
11. Instructions
yourself.
Let
highlighted.
12. Insurance
before acting on them.
LEO
13. For Sale or Trade
YOU BORN TODAY have a
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
14. Want To Buy "
and
written
for
the
flair
Students may have trouble
IS. Articles FOI Sale
Advertising,
word.
spoken
16. Home Furnishings
assignments.
completing
singing,
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Watch distractions. Happiness selling, writing,
18. Sewing Machines
in love brings optimism and design and ae6hitecture are
19. Farm Equipment
some of the fields in which
extra initiative.
20.
Sports Equipment
you'll find happiness.
VIRGO
21. Monuments
selfof
sense
a
Cultivate
22. Musical
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
23. Exterminating
Work pays off now in cash discipline to offset a tendency
energies.
your
24. Miscellaneous
scatter
to
chances
to
benefits. Look for
25. Business Service's
increase your income. However, do not become a
26. TV-Radio
However,don't let luck lead to workaholic at the expense of
27.
Mobile Home Sales
do
You
talents.
creative
your
extravagance.
28. Mob Horne Rents
and
pursuits
mental
in
well
Heating-Cooling
29.
LIBRA
11.1'1
may also be drawn to banking,
30. Business Rental
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 31. Want To Rent
real estate and publishing.
Athletics and recreational
32.
*Ins For Rent
Tex Ritter,
Birthdate of
activities are highlighted. Be
33. Rooms tor Rent
Revere,
Paul
considerate of a loved one's singer;
34. Houses For Rent
American patriot; and Jack
feelings. Enjoy good times
35. farms For Rent
London, novelist.
16. For Rent Or Lease
together.

elW•

21

TROPICAL
FISH HUT

Apple Tree School
quality-.
child care with educational •
program 1503 Stadium View
753-9356 753-1566

4‘V

•A 9 4 2

'TIME DIP
THE
CAPTAIN
&NE YOU

NAVY.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

Frances Drake

"Our necessities are few,
but our wants are endless.- - Josh Billings.

1-10W

Another reason
-A kde harm- hana
whoa
keia."

KW41

WEST
vv.-4,47 WERE

71-1awaii has been thy
U.S. Navy's Pacific
home since 1911.
Today, there are NM
installations on two
of the islands, and
over 23,000 Navy
personnel call Hawaii
their home port.

p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 13. It is
tree and the public is invited.

By IRA G. CORN JR.
NORTH
UNITED Feature Syndicate

C StI Cer Wid hove 9,0cay

2. Notice

2. Notice

the
in

hours
to

the

The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:

DEPARTMENT MUMMA
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
753-1917
Circulation .
Display Ads . . 753-1919
Accounting. . . . 753-1916
753-1918

News 8 Sports

The Murray
Limiter 8. Theses

PARIS LANDING
LOUNGE
Nest to Paris Landing Motel
on Hwy. 12! 10 miles Not*
of New Concord on Hwy. 79
Will Have
A Dance
Saturday Night
Jon. 10, 1981
8:00 to 12:00
Featuring:

WHITE WATER
BAND
Admission:
$5.00 per person
Draught beer Free
Bring a friend and dance
till midnight.

4. In Memory

Happy 3rd
Birthday Nathan
I his past summer oar SOO
went to be with Jesus. lie .was
born Jan. 10, 1971 and filled our
hvesvothimichioy.
Though our sorrow is still very
deep, we sorrow not as the world
knows sorrow for we have hope
for tomorrow through the resurrection of .lesuA Christ We know
that one day, perhaps very soon
we shall see Jesus and Nathan
and all those who have accepted
Jesus Christ as their savior in
Heaven
Again we would like to thank
our neighbors, friends, and
churches for their prayers and
support. /Mills. Walker and
the staff at the J 11 Churchill
Funeral home for their help and
comfort and to Dr. Baesik and
Dr Lowry and the staff at the
tweipil.al for their efforts to save
Nathan's life To Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet for the use of a van so
that we could personally take
Nathan to(gun to be buried God
bless you all.
Darrell. Patti, Darren Jr and
fielhanY Ramsey

•••

MIP

9-
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice
FOR RENT
Gilson Power left Leg
Splitter by day or Sob.
Operator available. Al
hardwood
stoveserssi
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Call 753-5351

15. Articles For Sale
Browning Explorer I compound
bow and accessories for $100
lansport backpack for $50
Marlin 22 caliber rifle (Glen
field model 60) $50, Drawing
table with cast iron base, $50
Call after 5 pm, 753-8568
Fireplace set, screen and andirons, pohshed brass. 75319?8_
For sale Wheat straw and
carpeting Call 753-8156
For sale New quilts, $75. Also
will do quilting Call 753-1733
Nine piece Royal Prestige
cookware
stainless steel,
lifetime guarantee. $175
Ladies brown fur coat. size 14,
$40. 753-1235.

ZUMiscellaneous

43. Real Estate

Firewood, 18-24" seasoned
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 7518536
Firewood seasoned oak and
hickory. 18' 24" Chainsavis
repaired, sharpened
Tres
removal 489-232/, 489-2853
Ford pickup truck, F-100 Real
nice. in tip top share Farm
wagon Hog feeders flat top
10 hole Also 2 killing hogs Joe
B Smith. 753-1348

47. Motorcycles

53.-knicis Offwed--

1963 GMC pickup new rear Concrete and block work Block
dill new starter, new clutch garages basements, driveways
$400 Good wood stove $100 tolks patios steps free
Mud and snow tires, 14 and 15 Have to see to appreciate Call estimates Charles Bar nett
/535476
inch In good condition Call 1533423
153-8860
1974 GMC Van Call between 9 L & B Residential Carpet Clean
am and 6 pm 759 1359 after ing 759-1147
6 pm 753 1540
Licensed elec.auc.san 381(106 ‘11'
1975 AMC Hornet Hatchback. 6
stallation heating installarwin
cylinder automatic
power 5-I. Canipers
and repairs Call 153-720.1
steering power brat*: air AM
FM stereo. 59,000 miles. good For sale Four motor homes 2 Mobile home anchors Linde.
condition. $1/50 Gall /53- GMC s. 1 Dodge arranged lot pinning vinyls aluminum and
oftice. 1 Ford Chasse Broham
9181 or 753-8124. .
body Contact Howard Brandon fiberglass roofs sealed pats1973 Buick Regal. 350 engine. at B & B Brokers Inc 701 S--awnings *uranium carport.;
single or doubles lack Glovi,r
sport wheels. $795 Cal; 753 12th St
753-1873
• 53. Services
Need work on your trees' loop
Alcoa Aluminum Of vinyl siding mg pruning shaping coin
FOR SALE
and ,trim Aluminum trim lot plete removal and more Cali
1969 Comoro, 1970
Prick houses Jack Glover 753 ROVER'S TREE SERVICE lot
Chrysler Newport Call
1873
•
professional tree care- 753after 6:30 p.m. 753
Custom made cabinets, music 8536
0193.
centers, book cases hutches Professional
painting
Reasonable 436-2566
paperhanging paneling Corn.
1971 Corvette convertible 1
mercial or residential 20 years
tops) 454 engine 4 speed. •Been
,,penpnre s-)oe
on o vorotoon' fining
white with tan interior make
your idle to us for processing_
utter Call 436-2206
CARTER STUDIO
Concrete and block
1976 Monte Carlo Chevrolet
304 MI.
753 8291
Power
steering
airwork. Block garages,
conditioning tilt wheel, cruise
basements, driveways,
Fence
Sears
sales
at
control Nice car 753-4487
walks, patios, steps.
Sears, 753-2310 for tree
Frets estimates, Charles
1973 Model Plymouth Fury III estimate for your needs.
Sedan Clean, 4-1 shape. one
loroott. 753-5476.
owner family car Good tires. Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed poi-- Stop! For a..I I you: rtpd,r
Phone (901)498-8749
your specifications Call Sears roofing carpentry, plumbing
1975 Pontiac Astre, 4 cylinder. 753-2310 for free estimate
and electrical work look no
4-speed good tires, great on
gas mileage, looks and runs Guttering by Sears, Sears con more! Call 753-9226 or 753-

41.-JWF-o. Services

753-1222

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh on
S. Lost and Found
the market. Home has
been
recefftly
Firewood for sale, $25 a rick
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Call 474-8005 after 4 pm
oredeci orated
Road, a Hawk Wearing a bell
4.04
,
.424,4.,414
throughout, insulated
For sale 5 hp air compreSsor
around the neck and 2 leather
to TVA standards, and
Call Dill's Electric 7519104
bands around it's feet If seen
chain-link fencing add"Our
budgets
are
becoming
simpler.
cut
any
length,
mostNo
Firewood,
or found call 753-0736.
ed around backyard.
ly oak and hickory, $2250 it's merely who gets paid and who doesn't."
Excellent location and
delivered. 489-2492 or 753excellent price - upper
REVIARDII
16. Home Furnishings 4157
43.
Real
Estate
34. Houses For Rent
50's. Phone 753-1222,
last: Web Setter, Cyprus
Antique oak kitchen cabinet 1970 VW Bug parts. artificial Available immediately, nice
Kopperud Realty, and
esetecky Who Pereeteemewl:"
with roll top and stained glass stone, cold stove, antique country home with cook stove,
Neap pet. Retweed, es
let the "Home Team"
windows. $185. Call 759-19%. piano, Samsonite patio 436- bath, and utility room Couple,
"withal, asked. 434-5149.
go to work for you
no pets, references, deposit
For sale: Westinghouse 36" 2333
CLOSE TO
$150.
Call
753-7551
electric stove, white. $75. Call 1973 Yamaha snowmobile
UNIVERSITY
Another new listing
Model 433, long track, electric Beautiful, large, 3 bedroom
Lost: large liver and white bad 753-3020
near the university.
dog, male. Call collect 502- For sale Antique lion head start, tach and speedometer. duplex with fireplace, stove,
Proud older brick
refrigerator, dishwasher, garGood shape. Call 759-1524.
153-5495 or 502-436-5526_
dresser Call 435-4429.
home on wooded lot.
bage disposal No pets 753Lost. White German Shepherd, Maple finish dining table and 6 26. TV-Radio
5791 and 753-2649
Fireplace in living
' Professional Services
female. about 75 lbs. in Lake chairs, like new, $300. 753TouchFnendly
. With The
room, formal dining
For rent 2 bedrgurtiouse. N
Barkley area. Reward offered. 9357.
MAGNAVOX
room,3 bedrooms, and
13th. Ba
ficigis heat,
$150 for return. Call 522-7077, Two piece living room suite,
Anneal Sale!!
REDUCED
attached garage. Sellcarpet
°
stove
753Gordon Hudson.
$55,000.00
Great Savings
TO
$125. Call 753-7595.
ing to settle estate. Of1615 1
"
Lovely 2 BR., 2 Bath,
ea t.v.'s
fered in the mid 40's
6. Help Wanted
For
rent
Very
17. Vacuum Cleaners
nice
3
bedroom,
Brick just completed
mad stemma
through
Kopperud
11
/
2 bath, all appliances furin quiet subdivision,
Experienced timber buyer, Electrolux Sales and Service.
CLAYTON'S
Realty, 711 Main
nished)
home,
in
nice subdi
Must be able to cruise and buy Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
North of Murray.
Street.
LILO Minsk
sion $300 per month Phone
standing timber. Send resume
Beautifully decorated,
1.9._Farm.
Equipment
753-8080.
•
BX-7575
to-P.137-Box-3-3-1--, McKenzie, TN
-tuxC carpailig--,
lfoi, Fixed rate oWner financ38201_
Christmas special! Truck tool
ury throughout, great
For rent Spacious 3 bedroom
ing is available on this 3
room with fireplace.'24
bedroom brick home at 1627
Help wanted: Male or Female_ boxes, also tail gait protectors. Wanted Responsible party to house in quiet subdivision. 2
x 30 workshop with 220
Hamilton Avenue lust west of
Wanted. Salesperson. Lincoln Vinson Tractor Company, 753- take over payment on color to. car garage, electric heat and
Warranty. Clayton's 1 & B central air, $350 per month
MSLI. John Smith Galtery of
wiring, fluorescent
Income Life is a growth com- 4892.
plus deposit. Call 753-9436
Homes. 753-7411.
lighting. Good Garden.
pany looking for someone who 966 International IH 516'plow, Music, 753-7575.
is capable of matching this 4-row AC drill with spray. Call 27. Mobile Home Sales after 5 pm.
NICE HOMEFor sale. 2 or 3 bedroom house
growth. Promotions available, 382-2267.
PRICED RIGHT
Fully
furnished
cabin
in
Pine
with 5 or 16 acres_ Also 4 lots
1974
Double
wide
mobile
but optional. Liberal starting 255 Massey -Ferguson tractor,
oppora
rare
This
is
from '1 acre to 2 acres. on
home, 24e36, partially furnish- Bluff Shores, $100 per month
compensation with no limit on
an
almost
tunity to buy
plus utilities, January through
blacktop road west of Murray.
500 hours. with•3/16" plows,
future earnings. Good fringe 9' International wheel disc, 4- ed or unfurnished. All electric mid May. 753-5791. 753-2649
new home full of the
lust off Highway 121. Owner
benefits like: Free life in- row International planter, 4- with baseboard electric heat.
will help with financing to
unusual features
surance. free health insurance, row Birch cultivator. All like Very easily heated. $7500. Partially furnished 2 bedroom
right person. Phone 489-2224
you've been- wanting
house, North 6th. No pets.
Phone 1-354-6217.
free retirement program, good new. 753-3919 after 4 pm_
- at a p'rice that
sIROUT NULTY, NAL.
1974 Two bedroom, all elec- Deposit and lease required.
disability program, paid vacamakes sense to our
in. Sweden tilece ,,n ••
Mt
tion and sick leave. Must have New tractor tires on the farm tric, mobile home. 759-4142. ' Call 753-9208 after 4 pm
rotioas
sod ,.l.,,
l'
2
3
BR.,
budget.
Three bedroom plus. central
a minimum high school educa- tire service. Vinson Tractor 28. Mob. Home Rents
FARMS- NOMES
economical
baths,
heat, air-conditioned, carpeted.
tion and be of legal age. Call Company. 753-4892.
BUSINESSES
electric baseboard
rent. Trailer, available 1 refrigerator and stove, washer
Earl AND RECREATIONAL
444-6967, Paducah.
20. Sports Equipment For
individual
with
heat
month. Call 753-8436 after 5 and dryer hookup, basement,
PROPERTY
Help wanted: Experienced auto For sale: Floating duck blind, pm.
thermostats, new GE
Listings needed! Offices
half block from campus, Call
body man. 753-7357 or 753- steel construction, 2 room,
all
this
on
appliances
Coon to Coast. Buyers
753-5885 after 5 pm.
4509.
14x25 feet, 1 year old. 753- 2 bedroom trailer, very clean,
a beautiful 2-acre lot in
from
Everywhere.
/
2 miles on Three
approximately 21
bedroom, stove,
5281
or
753-3436.
Don't
country.
the
Why leave Calloway County to
Catalog:
641 South. No pets 753-8436 refrigerator garbage disposal,
this
one.
miss
get a good lob? -Nationally The Pistol Periple: Invest in a after 5 pm.
STROUT REAL If
washer, dryer. Call 753-5094.
A.L. r,__.,_.,
known feed manufacturer 'can: feeling of security, largest
Two
bedroom,
new
carpet
new
1117 Ciolhat•rht
Three
bedroom
house,
4
miles
use wide-awake self-starter for variety, lowest priced, no
/awn, Iv
furniture,
washer
and
&ler,
south.
reference
and
deposit
full-time work as sales and ser- registration or red tape in Ken753-0186
vice representative right here tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 natural gas heat, may be seen required. Phone 753-6/53,
Low cost home loan money
in Calloway County. On-the-lob miles west of Hopktnsville junc- at Shady Oaks.
Three bedroom house near
training. Good promotion tion KY 164-117, Hours 8-5, Two bedroom mobile homes,- M.S.U, $260 per month plus won't last long. For applicaTwo bedroom starter home for
possibilities. No forced Sunday 12-5,(502) 885-5914. water furnished. One for $90. deposit and references, Call tions. incomes can vary up to new
family or the lust retired.
$22,500 for a five member
one for $80, plus deposit.
transfers. Excellent benefit 22. Musical
family. Give us a call now at Located on Irian Street. near
Highway 121 South, one mile 753-8750 after 5 pm.
program. Home every night. In
for information on schools, shopping, churches.
out of city limits. 753-5405.
terested in you if you are
Three bedroor(i house in 753-1492
interest, Yes. you Asking $18.500 Call Spann
capable of being on your own,
Baywood Vista near Kentucky this 10 7."8°
ORGANS
29.
Heating-Cooling
right- under'11% on a 25 Realty Associates, 753-1724.
making decisions, and meeting
Lake. 2 baths, kitchen, living read
Ansmol Saki
For sale Central heat and air room. dining room, built-in year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll Two shops and extra lot on
people. Confidential evening
'Fleet models es cosi
conditioner, 3-ton. Tappan cooking unit, wood burning help you. Century 21 Loretta North 16th Extended. Call 753interview. Contact (502) 856Permorti
"
•
$op. 753-1818.
7975.
3713 after &pm.
•4 veer swarresety
stove. Also central electric Jobs, Realtors,
heat.
per
month
in
Resit
$160
30.
CLAYTON'S
Business Rental advance. Call 753-1721.
et
9. Situation Wanted
On Magnolia near the
JAB Music
Pardons A Thurman ‘')
Job wanted, haul cleaning.
37.
Livestock-Supplies
MINI
high school is this
Insiorience L
753-7575
8
Have good references. Call 759beautiful 4 bedroom
Warehouse
For sale: Registered Polled
Real Estate
1255.
brick home with douHereford bulls, cows with
Seetissidit Court Sq.
Storer, Spec*
ble carport, 2 baths,
Will do house cleaning. 1978 Baldwin Spinet piano.
calves, bred and open heifers. t Murray, Kentucky
For Root
central gas heat and
References offered. Call 436- Spruce sound board, excellent
Herd bangs and T.B. ac753-4431
753-47M
air. Insulated to TVA
2292.
condition. $1100. Peavey 200
credited. Rex Robinson.
Puryear, Tennessee, phone
standards.
Has
Will clean homes, apartments, Watt amp head and cabinet 31. Apts. For Rent
901-247-5487
assumable 7% loan.
Here's your real escape'. From
businesses. Will also keep pre- with two 14 inch speakers.
Attractively decorated
Apartments for rent, near REF MAR ARABIANS. Book city congestion and taxes. Easy
schoolers. Call for estimate and $500. Call 753-5889.
and the price has been
references. 753-7958 or 767- • Must sell 6 month old console downtown Murray. 153-4109.
your good mares for 1981 commuting lust-one mile from
reduced for quick sale.
piano, yours for paying off Furnished apartment for rent. breeding season. Three city limits. This 3 bedroom col2759.
onial guarantees freedom from
balance or taking up monthly living room bedroom combina- stallions. 753-6126.
10. Bus. Opportunity payments. 753-7575
the early morning squeeze by
Exquisite is the word
tion, large kitchen, $150 per 38. Pets-Supplies
the three in the bathrooms
for this large 4
month all utilities paid Small
we suggest your dialing
-.room home on 2
MARI EXTRA NOWT DURING
deposit required. Phone 753- AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel, May
one black female, 8 weeks old. 753-1492 for your showing of
YOUR SPARE TN1111
acres. Has everything.
3132 after 6 pm.
Spinet-Console
this home' CENTURY 21 LoretDam ear new Rae of Cele,
Call 753-9459
burnign
Wood
Piano
Furnished 2 bedroom aparttiers, Pim s.d edvertIsleg
ta Jobs Realtors,
fireplace insert heats
Wonted: Responsible
en to local firms. Prompt,
ment for girls or married cou- AKC German Shepherd pupentire house. Has 3'.2
Meetly SINTICO fn. 71 year
party to take over low
ple. Near University, Call 753- pies, solid black and black and
silver.(502)554-2153
baths, family room
old, 444-1 Composer Weekly
monthly payments on
3106.
11
ceariesioNs. Ile investment
and rarge rec. room.
Dog obedience classes AKC
spinet
piano.
Can
be
Furnished,
one
bedroom
apartSt collections, be year ewe
WALT,
Live like a millionaire
seen locally. Write
Merit ti mmOrn-ari Apartments. German Shepherds and AKC
boss. Fel Nue peteetlel. No
but on a lot less. Must
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
753-1222
credit manager: P.O.
experiesko NH:assent. Write
S 16th St., 753-6609
see to appreciate.
436-2858
Freak Beebe', NEWTON MFG.
box 537 Shelbyville,
New 2 bedroom duplex. large
CO., Dept. 119, Nesrfee,
For
sale:
trained
AKC
Labrador
Ind. 46176.
10mei li,•••
LARGE RUSTIC
./..1311
closets, outside storage. Lease
Igoe 50204.
14•04.• 114•4
/11,31/3
HOME AND
and deposit. No pets. 753- Retriever, 5 years old Call 7531..ite
1841
S1,16,11.11.111 /SLIP I.
13 ACRES
0814.
11: Instructions
Siboomeheo
Just listed this choice
Nice 2 bedroom duplex, very Toy Fox Terrier puppies for
23. Exterminating
711 9174
which inproperty
sale
8
weeks
old.
Call
after
4
Apple Tree School, quality
L,
Room eml.
near University. $180. 753modern home
cludes
a
pm,
child care with educational
753-6505
4126 after 430 pm.
program, 1503 Stadium View,
in peaceful wooded
ALL BUGS CALL
Murray-Calloway
New 2,3 bedroom apartments, White German Shepherd, 2
setting. Several barns
753-9356, 153-1566.
County Realty
central heat, au-conditioned, years old, $20 or best offer
*out-buildings,
and
Now taking beginning piano
1•11 trs3 fireplace, stove, refrigerator, 489-2115.
rlUi
(502)7334146
d
•
...
horses,
area
for
fenced
students. Call 753-9359.
3040 nth SI
appliances, 2 blocks from cam- 43. Real Estate
and. located only 7
Murray Hy 43071
Students wanted for guitar and
Kelley's Termite I pus. 753-5791. 753-2649.
miles east of Murray.
vicilen lessons. Call 753-3686
One bedroom, furnished apartPhone Kopperud RealIL Pest Control
Tired of the problerfts
44. Lots For Sa e
ment, air, carpeted, one block
14. Want To Buy
ty, 753-1222, for all the
Phone 753 3914 ,
of rental property?
from University. $115 per mondetails.
Tract of land approximately 17
Junk cars. 474-8838.
Then call us and see
.
-40rdlei
0 9\
._.-Iriler
th. 759-4538.
acres, level. cleared. 372 ft
are
alternatives
what
NEW
LISTING
Want to buy Used card table 24. Miscellaneous
frontage lust past Kingawood
Private garage apartment. 2
available. Coleman
Completely remodeled
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
Subdivision. State Highway
bedrooms
stove
and
753-9898.
436-2758
Estate,
brick
home
for
sale
Real
one
block
Wood
after 5 pm
1550. $35,000 firm! Call 703refrigerator
furnished,
from the university.
110111•1111091
921-1403 after 6 pm.
carpeted. newly decorated,
Home is just like new
central gas. No pets Couple
from the carpets to the
46. Homes For Sale
only. $200 plus deposit. Call
ceiling, plus new kitCountry Estate for sale or rent
753-2835.
chen and bath.
L PitOPIRTY MANAGE MINI
225 L. P. Miller St.
Reasonable terms. Livestock,
Two
bedroom
furnished
apartFireplace
in
living
Across From Commit,Castor
toadies:Garden, fruit trees
ment, sortie utilities paid $150 Need down payment/ Let us
room adds just the
436-2333.
Open Hours
per month 753-8119.
right touch. Offered in
show you how you can put
Must sell! 3 bedroom, 1 bath
this
3
bedroom
brick
Mon. I, Tues. 7:30-12:30
the mid 30's, and
Two bedroom furnished duplex chase
home with a large lot Under
Call
us
for
owner will consider
at 411 N 5th, Murray. Call 492- priced in the 530.s.
Closed Wednesday
f H A approved loan Call 759your showing as there is no
financing. Phone 7538225.
47,84
Thurs., Fri. IL Sot. 8:30-12:30
sign in the yard. It's your move
1222. Kopperud Real34. Houses For Rent and you'll win Dial 753-1492 ty,
Two bedroom brick house in
for full-time real
county on 19 acres $17,000
Two bedroom house for rent, at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
estate service.
firm Call 435 4193
• near hospital Call 753-8049 4 Realtors

1979 T-bia T-top. red, loaded
$5495 753-9710

S0 Used Trucks
1980 C1-5 Jeep. 6 cylinder, 4.
speed, tilt wheel. AM-FM stereo
radio. 14.000 miles, one
owner After 6 pm. call 7534007

FOR SALE
77 GMC Jimmy
•
loaded
blue/white. Actual
miles
34,2200. 7538958 home or
759-6499 shop.

0

your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estriate
Insulation blown
by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears, 7532310 for free estimate.
K & It Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
Yob( yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to /4' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

smalL Al work done to. your
satisfaction
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime alt have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wei basemene We.-make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction
Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026

56. Free Column
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR &
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853.

Free puppiesi,Call 435-4429

57. Wanted
Would like to rent. Burley
pounds for 1980 crop Call
492-8996
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1980 Honda Express ft for sale
Call 759-1158
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14 Words $5.80

1

18 Words $7.33
12 A.M. Deadline for following days Publicalion

WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

Sell that bicycle the kids no longer use. or IN loot locker you've had stored awe, tor no
, long.. there's sure to be someone looking for scores al items yet hare around the house that you
no longer need
Were so are you'll get resulh from your Murray ledger & Times Want id that we'll puarni
tee it with (40 see Two Week Warranty.
Ill you hare ic do h place a seven day Warn Ad in our Classified section for an non
commercial item or several items It our seas do not sell welkin Ihe first seren days we will
run the ad tor another consecutive week at no additional charge. will no coaliticahnki lee toil
and no ovestrons asked
60 through the house..dont forget Ilse attic and gange...and tuber the items you no Finger
hare a need lor WWI easier war to make extra cask+

Bring In The Coupon or Mail With Your Check to:
ALL ADS CASH IN ADVANCE!

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

THE MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES
104 N.4th Street, Murray, Ky.
Otter Expires January 31, 19111
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Massive Numbers Of Poles Stay Off Jobs
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
WARSAW, Poland ( AP) —
Poles stayed off the job in
massive munbers today to
protest
the
communist
regime's refusal to implement
an immediate five-day week_
The demonstration threatened
this nation's ravaged economy
and defied the Kremlin itself.
The boycott appeared most
successful in heavy industry.
Large factories around the

Class To Views
Television Plays
Five Shakespeare plays will
be presented on public television this spring and students
in English 534 at Murray State
University will be well
preparedte view them.
•'The Taming of the Shrew,"
The Merchant of Venice,"
"'Antony and Cleopatra,"
"All's Well That Ends Well"
and "The Winter's Tale'' will
be regular assignments in that
class. The plays will be aired
on the Kentucky Educational
Television-network.
Dr. Anita Lawson, associate
professor of English at MSU
and instructor of the course,
said all students will be encouraged to discuss their reactions to the television productions.
The course also will cover
seven other_ Shakespeare
plays. It offers three hours
unclei gi ddUstte or
graduate levels.
Lawson said she encourages
anyone in the community who
would "enjoy a fuller
understanding
of
Shakespeare" to enroll.
English 534 meets from 11
a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays beginning Jan.
15.

capital were either closed or
operating at reduced capacity Many show, department
stores and offices were open
for business, however, and
public transport was
operating.
There was no official
estimate of how many heeded
the call of Solidarity, Poland's
largest independent trade
union, which told its 10 million
members to stay home in support of eliminating the current
six-hour Saturday shift and
working only 40 hours from
Monday to Friday.
But a spokesman for
Solidarity said most factories
in the Baltic port areas of
Gdansk and Gdynia were closed, and Western reporters who
visited a large radio and electronics plant in Warsaw found
only a handful of workers on
the job.
A union source said Warsaw's FS° car assembly plant
was "at a standstill," and
another 4burce said most
workers at the Rosa Luxembourg lamp factory also
stayed home.
In Katowice, a union source
said most major plants, including the Huts Katowice
steelworks, had also been closed. A source reached in the
Western city of Wroclaw said
industrial plants were idle and
buses and trolleys were
operating on a Sunday
schedule.

John Dale To
Speak At Church

Other sources reported that
46 members of Solidarity had
taken over an administrative
building in the southern town
of Nowy Sacz and presented
unspecified list of
an
demands.
The goveriment threatened
to dock workers a day's pay
for staying home, and Stefan
Olszowski, a member of
Poland's Communist Party
Politburo, said those who called the job actioni were seeking
to destabilize the country. In a
broadcast address Friday
night he warned that the party
would oppose •'all counterrevolutionary steps."
In Moscow, meanwhile, the
Kremlin used its harshest
language to criticize events in
the neighboring country. The
Soviet government newspaper
lzvestia claimed that enemies

of socialism were promoting
"counterrevolution" in
Poland, and the Communist
Party paper Pravda endorsed
a call for a "resolute rebuff"
to Solidarity's leaders.
Polish Labor Minister
Janusz Obixtowsiu appealed
for workers to go to their jobs.
In a speech televised nationwide on the eve of the protest,
he repeated the government
position that it wants to introduce the five-day work
week "in a rational way." An
immediate change, he said,
would reduce living standards
and cause $1.5 billion in losses
to the food industry alone.
The goverrunent offered a
phased reduction in working
hours. But Solidarity rejected
it, and locals throughout the
country called on menbers to
stay home, claiming the

By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer

Solidarity contends the
government promised "free
Saturdays" as part of the
agreement that ended the
wave of strikes last summer.

WASHINGTON i AP) —
Alexander M. Haig says the
way to deter war with the
Soviet Union is to leave the
Soviets uncertain whether
America would ever use
auclear weapons.
But the retired general
chosen by President-elect
Ronald Reagan to become
secretary of state told
senators at confirmation hearings Friday he would be the
last person to "give a • rationale for flirting with
nuclear war."
Haig said he knows of no
situation since World War II

Those strikes, which began
in the Baltic area over meat
prices, ended with the ouster
Edward Gierek's regime and
the establishment of the first
independent labor movement
in the Soviet bloc.

In 1813, a force of 2,000
American troops was taken by
surprise in an attack by 700
British soldiers at the Battle of
Stoney Creek.

that would have justified the
use of nuclear weapons.
Haig also told the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
there might be circumstances
under which he would recommend military action to
preserve U.S. access to oil
from the Mideast.
With a second day of
testimony scheduled today,
the committee was trying to
work out a compromis'e to request tapes and documents the
Democrats want on Watergate
and Haig's activities in former
President Richard M. Nixon's
White House.
Unless a compromise could
be reached, the Democrats
were threatening to demand a

vote on subpoening the
material, With Republicans
outnumbering Democrats on
the comnuttee, however, such
a vote was expected to be little
more than a formality to show
that Democrats had tried to
subpoena the material.
The Democrats ongmally
wanted all tapes and
documents on Haig's connection with Cambodia bombing,
covert U.S. operations against
the late Marxist Chilean
President Salvador Allende,
U.S. policy toward Iran,
wiretapping of Nixon aides
and reporters, and Nixon's
defense against Watergate
charges

0
41PIr1ria 4=11
The Saving Place -

your dollar buys more at our
sunday,monday tuesday sale
Save 6.9

John Dale will speak on
"Choose Ye This Day.." with
scripture from Joshua 24:14
:15
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services, and on "As For Me And
My House.." with scripture
front Ephesians 6:1-1 at the 6
p.m. services on Sunday, Jan.
11, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Oink.
Assisting in the services will'
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
"Dunarnis!" with scripture
Roberts, John C. Steele,
from Matthew 3:13-17 will be Greg
Gene Roberts, Danny Cleaver,
serinon subject for the Rev.
Simmons, Jerry Fulton,
Dr. David C. Roos at the 10:45 Stan
Douglas, Ron McNutt,
a.in, worship services on Sun- Fred
Bob Miller, Tommy Carday, Jan. 11, at the First
raway, Adrian Cloys, Richard
Christian Church, North Fifth
Duke, Johnny Bohannon, KenStreet, Murray.
neth Grogan, James ThurMargaret Boone will direct
mond,and Webb Caldwell.
the ChancetChoir as they sing
Terri Roberts will be the
the anthem, "Come, Ye
teen nursery helper and Kevin
Disconsolate," with Maxine
McManus will be the special
Clark as organist.
class helper. Joe Garland and
Assisting in the services will
Emmanuel Manners will
be Ann McKee!, Walt Apperserve iii' the Extension
son, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Jim
Department.
Clopton, Robert Hopkins,
Bible classes will be held at
Mike Holton, Don McCord,
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
Corinne McNutt, Lenvel
Yates. Brian Daughaday, Libby Hart, Betty Riley, and
Marge Hays.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White.
of Mrs. Ada Waring by Mr.
pastor of the Memorial Bapand Mrs. Larne Clark.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 tist Church, Main and 10th
ant, progressive dinner for Streets, will speak at the 10:50
God Squad will start at 5 p.m., an, and 7 p.m. worship serelders meeting will be at 6:30 vices on Sunday. Jan. 11, at
pin., and church board the church.
Halford Beane will serve as
ilieeting will be at 7 p.m., all
deacon of the week. At the
in Sunday.
evening service Rev. Dr.
White will lead the Bible study
on the first chapter of Philippians.
Masses will be held today at
Milton Gresham, Minister of
Iii p.m. and on Sunday, Jan. music and. youth, will direct
:it 8 and 11a.m. and 4:30 the Sanctuary Choir as
pin. at St. Leo's Catholic sing -Sunlight" at the mornChurch, North 12th Street, ing hour. Margaret Wilkins is
Murray.
organist and Mike Wilkins is
The Rev. Martin Mattingly pianist.
will be the celebrant and
Church Teaching with
speaker.
Ralph Bogard as director will
Religion classes for pre- be at 9:40 a.m. and Church
-whim)] through adults will be Training with Glenn Hale as
at 9,30 a.m.Sunday.
director will be at 6 p.m. on
Weekday niasses will be at Sunday.
ii: 15 a.m. Monday,'4:30 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
on Tuesday and Wednesday, on Sunday will be Ronoa Let10 a.m. in Thursday, and 2 terman, Kerry Letterman
itin. on Friday.
and Stephanie Cunningham.

Haig Talks Of Ways To
Deter War With Russia

goverrunent had reneged on
its pledge to give workers
every Saturday off starting
this year.
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for
Budget-pleasing

Desk Calculator

Bargains

Our Reg,57' 1 -inch Furnace Filters, in popular sizes 3r1
Our Rey.56°82' Boxed Envelopes; No. 10 legal and 61
/
2- sizes 2P1

Desk-top LCD model with
memory outomat.c shut-oft

Limit 2
Limit 2

Clearance
Ladies
Sportswear
Et Sleepwear

Jerrell White
To Speak At Church

!2,.$12
Our Reg 396 To 1 5 96

2/$3

4-pr. Stretch Booties
BruShed Orlon' acrylic/
stretch nylon Fit 9 '1
NIon.Rog TY

Latch 1.10001 not 6nOyd•MI

Masses To Be
Held At St. Leo's

Whit., Embossed Colors
Our Re
Up To 5 97
Vinyl Table Covers
52x70", 60x90" oblong.
6000" oval or 60"
round

1.87

Our Reg.
3.97 Ea.
Latch Hook Pillow Kits
12x12-in printed canvas
with precut acrylic yarn

5Our396

2

Pkgs
Manilla File Folders
48 letter size, 30 in color
36 legal or 24 'octets

Reg

Our Reg
1.27
"Magic Dri" Dish Towel
Highly-absorbent cotton
in ^heck pattern 16x27"
metChIng Dinh Cloths....

$3
Limit 2
Kotex' Maxi Pods
Box at 48 beltless feminine
napkins No pins needed

1.50

Beef Netter Dinner
Double portion of roast
beef
with
savory
dressing
whipped
Potatoes and gravy,
vegetable roll and but
ter

4

Our Reg.
6.97
;hair Replacement Klts
Seat and back Fit 34i-1"
screw-on or slip-on chairs.

$9

2

For

5-pc. Boxed Baits Set
20x30". 20x22" contour
lid/tank set Polyester pile

$1 Limit 2

Reversible Throws
24x45
durable fiber
rug in bright multi COlOfs

Carpet Fresh' Deodorizer
Powder rug /room deodorizer use with vacuum 14-ozs •
•.14.1 ••••

Photo Special!
Color Print Film
Developed and Printed
Our 1.97

$2

12-Exp.
Roll

For

$3

3

/l
4'1

041 Filter
FOf many US
foreign cars

20-Exp.
Roll

Bring in your Kodacoior•
or Focal color print No,
for quality developing
and printing at savings

1979 Cheir. vim

Von American Conversion Blue, blue
interior, 4 choirs,
sofa makes bed, extra storage comportment,
power
steering, power brakes, air condition, AM-FM
stereo
tope, fancy exterior, opprox 20,000
miles. Extrd
nice.

tor. siki

•1110 try 14 nva., C

po,o.

at

rosman

3/$2
Sani Flush' Granules
Bubbling action cleans
deodorizes toilet 415 arc'
'—N

Open Daily ft 9
Sunday 17

$9900.00

Dwain Taislpr Chevrolet, Inc.

$4

Our Reg
5.27
5-pc. Screwdriver Set
Plastic-handled screwdrivers in 5 popular sizes

[111k-ar=-A%r

Keep That Great GM Feeling
753-1817

c==

641 Seefik

THE SAVING PLACE

" •••

Our 9.881119h Intensity Lite*
Rectangular Clear
ra or amber hoihts 12
illgteIntonslty EN, $13

6

11

Peg
1 44
Copperhead' BB's
1500 premium-grade
BB's in easy pour carton
air

Limit 2
Smucker,' Favorites
3-lb lot grape belly or
2-lb • strawberry jam
Jan 11 12. 13. 1981
. *** .i• .. •
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700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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